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HOLLAND,

VOL. X.-N0.24.

SATURDAY, JULY

MICH.,

W. U. AttornejrandCouncelorat Law,
corner of River and Eighth streets.

i

(Situ

glarltftsi.

Common

rpEN EYCK,

Produce. Etc.

Slghlh street.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

-

SOLUM CIH,

-

HlOSiOAN,

OTTO

J.

£

Apples,$1 bushel ...........
Birbsri.
Beans, V bushel ........
,
Y~\E GROOT, L. barber. Haircutting, shaving, Bui ter, $} lb ..............
...... <&
shampoonlng.halr-dyelng.etc.,
donoatrea Clover seed. $1 D) ............
sonablerates.Barbershop next door to tbeCity Kggs. $1 dozen ...................

U

Hotel.

OFFICE: VAN LANDEQEND’S BLOCK.

DOESBURG,

lb ................
Hay, $1 ton ... .............
Onions. $1 bushels ..........
Potatoes. # bushel ..........
Timothy beud, $1 bushel.... ..... 2 50

CoDmiisloa gircbitt.
Editor and Publisher.

EACH, W. II. Commission Merchant, and

fl

D

Term* of Subscription:

@

Honey,

14-ly

ft
ft
ft

2 75

<a

dealer In Grain. Flour and Produce. Highdrain,*Feed, Etc.
%1.60 per year if paid in advance;$1.75 if est market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store cor. Eighth A fclsh atrects,Holland, Mich. 17
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
Wheat, white V bushel ........ new 1 08
buBhel ............
Corn, shelled
paid at six months.
Centlit.

On esquareoftcnllncB,(nonpareil,) 75 cents
UrMi nsertion.and25 cente for each flubse
taent nsertlon for any period under three
uonthB.

_

i

I 3 M. | 6 *. I 1 T.

Square ................. 350

1

2

•*

.................. 5
8
................
Column ................. 10
17
::::::::::::::::::25

“

3

\

1

::

5 00 I 8
8 00 | 10
10 00 1 17
17 00 | 25
25 00 40
40 00 65

00
00
00
00
OQ

00
00
60

yAN PUTTEN, Ws., Dealer lu

00
00

cines, Paints, Oils, etc. ; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Dkn Bbkg'h Family Medicines;Eighth St.

V

recommending the following

bids, for

Mr. R. Van Kampen has got

all the

necessary tools to move, raise or lower

$2.00 per annum,
Noticesof Births, Marriages, and Deaths pubdshed whitout charge for subscrlbeis.

pared to build

buildings at short notice. He is also pre-

Srett Ellen.

new

bill for

payment:

THISPAPEa

dwellings, or repair

graveflng part of Fish street:

H. Boone, 52)4 cents per cable yard.
K. Van llaaften,52 cents per cubic yard.
Ld. J. Harrington, Jr., 50 cents per cubic yard.
James Ryder and A. McDonald, 45 cents per
cubic yard.
Contract awarded to Ryder A McDonald according to sample of gravel submitted.
Justice James Ten Eyck reported one warrant
Issued by him since his lost report,and receipt of
the City Treasurer for ten dollarsflues collected.—
Filed.

work.

AldermanKulte. accordingto

General Dealers.

V

plTY

O

p.

m.

t1020 1 55 10 60 ....Holland ..... 3 25 9

4IJ

p.

m.

a.

m.

p.

m.

a.

5 15
00

5

08 East Saugatuck 3 05

10

40 |

.... 11

10

55

2 20 11 20 ....Richmond..-. 2 55 9 20 4 45

12 OO! 2 50 11 55 ..Gd. Junction.. 2 15 8 45 3 50
12 25 8 05 12 10

.....

Bangor. ... 2 00 8 80 3 35

1 50 3 55 1

30 .BentonHarbor. 12 50 7 32 2

10

2 05 4 05

45 ...St. Joseph...12 40 7 25

00

1

2

3 30 4 50 2 50 ..New Buffalo.. 11 40 6 30 11 55
7 40 5 50 ....Chicago..... 9 00 3 40 9 10

7 30

m.

a.

p.

rn.

p.

I), m. p

a. in.

m.

in.

On Saturday night the Night express north runs
earlier,leaving Chicago 5 15 p. m., arriving at
Holland 1:3) Sunday morning.

to

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.

Ranlds.

From Holland
Grand

From Grd Rapids
m.

m.

m.

p.

6 20

9 45 3 25 ....Holland..... 10 45

1

5o tioio

5 85

9 55 3 35 ....Zeeland ..... 10 35

1

40 9 55

m. p.m

a.

p.

m.

a.

5 57 10 07 3 52 ..Hudsonville...10 15

....

10 00
6 15 10 15 4 05 ....Grandvillo...

9 25

1 12 9 05

HMy

MOTIONS AND RKIOLUTIONS.

OHCENIX HOTEL.

A. D. Nelson, proprietor.
Answer this Question.
By Aid. Butkau.
Locatednear the Chi. A W. Mich, it R. deResoloed, That the work of graveling Fish street
Why do so many people we see around us, scent
pot, has good facililtes lor the travelingpublic,and
be
done under the supervision of the City Surns table is unsurpassed.>00 Niuin sir., Uollund, to prefer to suffer and be made miserable by Indi- veyor.— Adopted.
gestion, Constipation,
Dizziness, Loss of AppeMy Aid. Beach,
tite. Coming up of the Food, Yellow Skin, when
oCOTF’S
Win. J. Scott, proprietor. for 75 els., we will sell them Shiloh's Vitalizer, Resolved,That a strip 20 feet wide of that part of
This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and guaranteedto cure them. Sold by D. R. Meengs. Fish street lying between Seventh and Sixieclh
streets,In Hie city of Holland, be graveled to the
Fish sirs., convenient to both depots. Terms,
average thicknessof 9 inches, eleven inches in
$l.(Mperday. Good accommodations can always
Shiloh’s Catarrh Bemedy.
the center and rounded oil to a thickness of five
be reliedon. Holland,
8-ly
A marvelous cure for Catarrh, Dinlithcria.Can- Inches on the sides.—Adopted.
ker mouth, and Head Ache. With each bottle
By Aid. Buiknu,
Livsrvand Sale Sublet.
there is an Ingeniousnasal Injector for the more
Resolved. That the City Attorney Is hereby In1) OON
11„ Livery aud Sale Stable.* Office successful treatment ol these complaintswithout structed to draw up the necessary contract beJL> aud barn on Market street. Everythingfirst- extra charge. Price 50 els. Sold by D. R. Meengs. tween the city of Holland and Ryder & McDonald
for the graveling of Fish street.—Adopted.
class.

JL

Michigan.

HMy

'

HOTEL.

O

Mich.

E

Hotel.
1

The

1UTKAU, Wm. New Meat Market,near corner

T>

Kinluh and Fish Street. All kinds of sausages constantly on hand.

Cigars

finest Soda Water, Candies and

at

line of

straw hats has just

rived at Hie store of G.

& SONS, ranging

yANDERUAAR,

ar-

VAN PUTTEN

-

from 5 cents to the

costliest.

-

12-tf

•otus-LI
•oifnnojHu!Jtatu qii.w nioqi J"Anj Aura
flEALD, R. K., Manufacturerof and Dealerin oq.u asoqi asc-qd oi jOAnapua Sso\n a>n
IT Agricultural Implements; commission agent (UM Xaqx 'spooIT ataqi Xji ptm aiuoa ui
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
fur Mowinn Machines' cor. Kith & River street.
MunoX pun p|o qioq Sspuaui Jjaqi |(v aj|A
(Via Grand Haven Railroad.)
PAUELS.VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors -in Xqajaq Xaqi pun ' qo|iv *puu|a92 jii
From Holland
From Muskegon
to Holland.
of Ihutjger Mills; (Steam Saw aud Flour ‘sjo|jwf] umaj;') aoj oinospunq Xjoa pauado
Muskegon.
Mills.)near foot of 8th street.
p. m. p.m. p. m.
a. m. p. m. a. m.
9Auq 'asiijiunfnaqjnnpqqoiy -eJissaK
t5 30 3 25 10 40 ....Holland. ... 4 06 1 35 t9 40 vyiLMS, P. U. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. CorIt is important to travelers in know
3 35
6 00
10th and Rtvex streets.
that special Inducements are oflered by
Eanufactorlei,Hills, Shops, Etc.

T

Vv

20 ....Bushkill.... 3 30

floury Publics.

6 50 4 2) 11 50

P., Jiutice of the Peace and
read their advertisementto
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at *hort
notice. Office ai his residenceNew Holland, where in this
9-ly

O

3 00 12 35 8 35

... Ferry sburg...

the Burlingtonroute. It will pay

oTEOKNOA, A.

6 35 4 15 11 45 ..Grand Haven.. 3 05 12 40 8 40

Michigan.
Pbysioiuu.

m.

p.

p.

m.

p.

m.

p.

m. noon

m

p.

Tlieo.

to

Via Nunica.

Holland

Physician aud Surgeon,has made
the disease of Hie Eye, Ear and Throat a
special study. Officehours uigtht and day, on the
cor. of Eighth auu River sis., Holland, Mich. 6-ly

From Muskegor
Muskegon

to

^CHoUTKN,

Holland.

p.m.

m.
• 9 00
a.

•6 45
5

11 10

4 55

12 10

4 10

F. J., Physicianand Accoiicher.
Office at Dr. Schouieu’sdrug store, Eighth
4u' ly.

street.
0

\ 1

30

10 25

ANTING, A. O., Physician and Surgeon

AT

office at

Mich. Office

else-

15-7m.

m.

p.

to
Allegan.

XX

From Allegan to
Holland.
a. m. p. m.
a. ra
p. m.
10 45 •5 45
•10 45 4 06 ....... Holland ....
11 15

4 80 ....... Fillmore .....

10 15

5 10

11 35

4 55 .......Hamilton....

10 02

455

12 00

5 10

9 48

4 15

12 45

585

9 25

830

..... • ..Allegan

.....

p.m. p.m.

sell more fine

Whiskies than any

other

i«

Winchester Cathedral, where his body
had reposed nearly 750 years, perfectly
fresh. In 15(19, three Roman soldiers,
fully equipped with warlike implements,
were dug out of a bed of peat in Ireland,
where they had probably lain 1,500 years.
Their bodies were perfectly fresh and

plump.

In the reign of James II., of

Eng-

land, after tho fall of tho church at
Asilcy, lu Warwickshire, there was taken

up the corpse of

Thomas Gray,

Marquis

was buried the 10th

of

October,1580, in the twenty second year
ot Henry VII.; and although it had lain
flesh, nails and joints remained ns

though

hud bccu but newly buried. Robert
Rraybrook, who was consecrated Bishop
of London in 1331 and who died in 1404,
and was burled in 8t. Paul’s, was taken
it

out of his tomb after the great fire in 1066

during the repairs of the cathedral, and,

no leas than
found firm as to
skin, hair, joints and nails. The Convent
de Bt. Domingo was lately demolished in
search of treasure supposed to ho concealed there, and the body of Prince
Rodriguez taken out, who had been
buried alive in 1565, exactly as when
although he had lain there

262 years, his body was

placed 250 years before. His daughter,
two aud a half years of age, was lying at
her father’s feet, and us perfectlypreserved ns himself. The evidences of
torture on him are fearfully apparent.

B. P. the leading Photographer,Gallery opposite this office.

The

J., Generaldealer In Tobacco,
Cigars.Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
dealer in Fancy Goode; Corner of Market

and Eighth Street.

decompositionin any

first,

Lemon

fiction, to w hich one naturally turns

includes the

first half of

least trace of

part.

—“The

Daughter of Henry Sage Rillen-

house” a happy

Juice in Diphtheria.

the new

story by the author of “A Earnest Triflcr,”

little, which will be

Dr. J.

R. Page, of Baltimore,in tho
Medical Record, May 7, 1881,

New York

found Invilesthe attention of the professionto
the topical use of fresh lemon juice as a

singularly appropriate. A three-partstory

by Mr. Royesen, also begins, with the most efficientmeans for the removal of
membrane from the throat, tonsils,etc.,
piquant name of Queen Titania”; the
in diphtheria. In bin hands (and he has
scene is on board an Atlantic steamship,
and aflerward in New York, and tlie heard several of his professional brethren
say the same) it has proved by fur the
reader is promised some of Mr. Royesen ’s
most interestingwork. “The

Village

Convict,” a short story of unusual force

best agent he has yet tried for the

He

purpose.

applies Hie juice of the lemon, by

and feeling, is contributed by a new means of a camel’s hair probang,to the
affected parts, every two or three hours,
writer, C. II. White; the scene is along
New England or Long

more of Uncle’s Remus's amusing fables
of negro folk lore complete tho “Rainy
Day” which the “little boy” has been

Lippincott’s Magazine,
Lippincott’s

Magazine for August Is a
midsummer reading.

capital number for

Importers
WHOLESALE
AND

Rose Kiugsley, daughterof the late
Canon Kingsley;“The home of the Giant

illustrationsarc by, George Inness, Jr.,

Squid,” by

Henry Saudhara, Robert B'.um, and F. H.

cal piece, with the breczincss of the ocean

Lungren, and include

Watchis aid Jewelry.
|J

sea-

topics of current interest.

C. F.

Holder, which

is a nauti-

number of new and ihe flavor of salt spray; and the conNormandy,” tinuation of Dr. Oswald’s excellent and enwe have by contrast a French coast resort tertaining leries on “Zoological Curios— Etretat— the dally life of which is light- ities.” “New Ground,” by S. M. A. Colly chronicled by Mary G. Loring. This is lins, is a graphic sketch of labor and fielda place much frequented by Freneh .'and life on a Tennessee tobacco plantation.
other arlUts, and the article is finely illus- “The Pension Office” and “New York’s
trated by Douglas Volk and W. P. W. Fresh- Air Fund” are timely papers, foil of
Dana and after engravingsand picturesby noteworthy details; “On the Wrong

subjects. In

'TMJ ROLLER, G.

D

the

beard are firm, his skin natural in hue

and texiure,without the

Coolidge, of Newport, is a description of Miss

Photographer.

—

• Mixed trains.
t Rons daily, all other trains dally except Sunday. All trains run by Chicago time.

found 1779, by the workmen who repaired

The illustrated articles are also of a The illustrated articles are “A Glimpse of
kind to be welcomed by a summer au- the Cumberland Border,” the first of two
dience. "The Isle of Peace,” by Susan papers, descriptive and anecdotical, by

;

Tobaoci aid Cigars.

X

less than six

spending with the veracious A)sop.

m.

m. p.m.

a.

iwto

Wo

bonse in the SUto.

fflGGLNS,

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

Dunning.....

Kortlander Bros.,

GraafrcbapVillage,Allegancounty,
hours from 10 lo tf .
20-ly.

>

Prom Holland

no

that most elegant of watering-places.
The

m.

Via Grand Haven Railroad.

who

crossed over to England in 1017, was

Island, and in eighteen cases on which he has
used it tho effect has been all ho could
Alolpli Hlortlailer. and the local coloi and the situationsare
managed wilh knowledge and art. Five wish.

O. E., Physician and Surgeon. Office
at his residence, Overysel, Mich.

X

its title,

articles being directly adapted to

Hie coast of

yiTES,

3 00

1 10
p.

Mailer.

B.,

lo

13

MUSKEGON BRANCH.
From

liEST, R.

you

be found

issue.

7 20 4 50 12 30 ... Muskegon... 2 25 12 00 8 00

than ever justifies

son, while three or lour others pertain to

A full
l/’UITE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats aud
IY vegetanles; Meat Market on 8th street.

Dangrkmond’b.

(15-tf) E. 8.

the Night Expiess loaves
Holland 1:40 and arrivesIn Orand Rapids 3:10 a. m.

3 25

elapsed. His body was

almost perfect. Canute (the Dane),

inspect.

Heat MarfccU.

On Sunday morning

11 25

after 408 years had

EN

U., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Moats and Vegetables; paper nicest and
6 85 10 30 4 2) ..Grand Rapids.. 9 4.) 1 00 8 45 aud twine; 8lh street.
a. m. p. m. p. m.
a. m. p. m. p. m.

11

died in 1801, was opened January 2, 1770,

Council adjourned lJ Wednesday, Augusts, at The position of his hands shows that ho
large slock of bleached and un11 AVERKATE, G. J., Livery aud Boarding
7:30 p. m.
was suspended by the body and neck unXT. stable.Fine rigs and good horses can al- bleached cottons, and all kinds of dress
GEO. H. 811’P, City Clerk.
ways be relied on. On Fith street, near Scott's goods and trimmings has just arrived at
til ho died. Marks of tho cord and of
33-tf
ihe store of G. VAN PUT I
SONS.
Scribner for Auguit.
burning iron are deeply recorded on
VJ1BBELINK,J. U., Livery aud Sale Stable; Lndies are especially invited to call and
11 Ninth street, near Market.
12-tf
The Midsummer Holiday Scribner more various parts of the body. His hair and

V

to

who

A

to Holland.
p.

—

Mich.

m.

First,

there seventy-eight years, the eyes, hair,

yAN

m.

of Edward tho

it

notice given at a
Shiloh’s Consumption Cure.
previous meeting, proeuted an ordinance entitled
an
ordinance
relative
to
skating
and
use of velociPUTTEN U„ General Dealers, in Dry
This is beyond question the most successful
Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats aud Caps, Cough Medicine we have over sold, n few doses pedes and bicycles, on the sidewalks of Eighth ami
Chicago !c West Michigan E. E.
Flour, Provisions, etc. ; River »t.
invariably cure the worst cases of Cough, Croup, Rivet streets,in the city of Holland, to the flying
and Bronchitis, while it’* wonderful success In the of kites, on Kighlb, River and parts of Flab, nmi
cure of Consumption Is withouta parallelin the Ninth streets,In the city of Holland, to climbing
Hotels.
Taking Effect, Sunday, June 12, l8Si;
history of medicine. Since It's first discoveryit or jumping on the cars at, and moving to. and
HOTEL. Mrs. J. Moyers A Sons, Pro- has been sold on a guarantee, a Uft which no other from ihc Railroad Depots, In the city of Holland,
From Chicago
From Holland
prieiors.The only flrst-ciassHotel lu the medicine can stand. If you have a Cough we and on to sleighs. Wagons, and other vehicles,
to Holland.
to Chicago.
city. Is locatedin the business center oi the town, earnestly ask yon to try it. Price 10 els, 50cts. and standing or moving on the public streets,alleys,
Day Nii anil has one oi the largestaud hesi sample rooms $1. If your Lungs are sore. Chest, or Buck Lame, and other public placet in ine city of Holland
Nl’t Day Mall.
Mail. Exp. Exp.
TOWNS.
in the Stale. Free bus in connection wuh ibe Ho- use Shiloh's Porous Plaster. Sold by D. It. Ordinanceread a firstand second time by Its title
Exp. Exp.
and placed on the general order of the day.
tel. Holland,
Meengs.
p.

Tur tomb

of Dorset, who

-

Rail Roads.

illustrationswhich are

tf -

work.

nS:

and

place in every family.

I)ERRY, C. A., Dress Maker and Hair Dresser, old ones, or do any kind of carpenter and
Justice James Ten Eyck reported the following:
An X before the Subscriber'sname will denote JL would respect in lly announce to the citizens
Gentlemen:—As circumstanceshave obliged
joiner’s
13-ly.
the eiplratiou of the dubscripllou.Two XX fig- that she has opened Dressmakingaud Hair Dressme to quit business In your city. I hereby remg rooms, in Die building, one door west of Grii
nlf that no paper will be continuedafter date.
spectfullyresign my office of Justice of tho Peace.
Thf. largest variety of Cigars and ToAll advertising blllB collectablequarterly. fin s Drug Store, Washington street. Grand Haven.
Respectfully,
Also teachesin Wax, VVorsled, Lace, aud olln-r
baccos,
the
cheapest
and
the
best, at
James ten eyck.
fancy
31-ly
Dated, Holland, July 19, 1881.
“o'.e
15
Pksbink’s.
paper AdvertisingBureau 00 Spruce St.), where
furniture.
The City Attorney presented an ordinance enadvertising coutracts may be made for it In NEW
titled. an ordinance relativeto licenceof Lyceum
If you want a nice dish of Ice Cream go Hall —Read a first and second time by Itatlue and
\f
EYER,
Jl.
A
CO.,
Dealers
in
all kinds ot FurYORK.
iVl niture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, lo the parlors fitted up for the purpose, at placed on the general order of the day.
Picture Frames. etc. : River street.
15
E. S. Daxgkkmond’b.
NOTICtSAND INTRODUCTIONOF BIU.B.

f

articles

not mentioned in this review. It is a

—Adopted and ordered paid.
The Com. on Poor reported presenting the seraimomhly report of tho Directorof the Poor and
(•aid committee,recommending $89.75for the support of the poor, for the weens ending Augum
3, Inbl. -Approved and warrants ordered Isaued
on the City Treasurer for the amounts.
COMMUNICATIONS PKON CITT OPPICBRS.
The Clerk reported having received the following

"Yearly advertlsera have the privilege of three \I7ALS1I 11EBER, Druggist A Pharmacist; a
TV full stock o! goods appertaining to the buschanges.
BusinessCards In City Directory, not over three iness.
lines,

other

O. J. Docsburg,printing.................... $25 85

JPditwmal $ofal

Drugs, Midi-

the

RIPORTH OP STANDING OONMITTXIS.

bushM ......................
/"''EE, D. M., Dental Burgeon; residenceand Buckwheat, fl bushel ........... ..
VJT office No. 42 Ninth street,next door to ihe Bran. A 100 lbs ....................
Feed, w ton ......................
First Reformed Ohurch.
100 lb ......... ............
Bariev,
$ 100 I) ....................
Drugs and Xellclnei.
Middling, 100 lb ...............
r\OESBURU,J.O.,DealerinDrugs and Medi- Flour, tfbrt... ...................
L/ cines, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Ac. Phy- Pearl Barley, $ 100 lb ...............
slcian'sprescriptlonscarefully pul up: Eighth si. Rye W bnAi ....................
Corn Meal $1100 tie ...............
\f KENGS, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Med- Fine Corn Meal B 100 lbs .........
ivl iciues,Fancy Guoas, Toilet Articles and PerRiver street.

0,»

—Allowed and warrantsordered Issued on

The Cora, on Claims and Accounts reported magnificentnumber, and ought to find a

(fo

“

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

“A Snow Squall”—
by Mr. Linton) supplement

is engraved

Council.

Treasurer for the amount.

Oats,

OB PRINTING PBOMPTLT AND NKATLT DONI.

492.

the descriptions of the enjoyments and
Holland, Mich., July 20, 1881.
The Common Councilmet In regular seoalon dangers of this increasingly popular sport.
and was called to order by the Mayor.
Mr. Schuyler’s “Peter the Great” baa its
Aldermen present: Ter Vreo, Beach, Butkau,
2 00
usual
quota of text oud pictures.It is
Botikerna, Kramer, Winter, Laudaal,Kulte, and
15
announced by the publishers that this Ma4 00 the Clerk.
Minutes of last three meetingsread and approved.
12
lory wi)l be concluded in the October
13
PETITIONSAND ACCOUNTS.
10 00
number, before the new series of “The
^hc following bills were presented for payment:
45 M. Adair, painting hose cart and engine ..... $20 00 Century Magazine”is begun, and many

J., Attorneyat Law and Collecitng
Agent. Ofllcein Kenyon* Van Patten’s bank

i

a weeklyIewspapee,

NO.

tions(o»eof which—

[omciAL.l

PARKS,

®lw $<>Uand

WHOLE

1881.

23,

a

,4I3y the Sea In

A.
liquors Dealers, Lepage, and Eugene
Feyen.
Ulysse Butin,

Feyen Perrin, Basllen

River,” by O. F. Johnson, Jr.,

is the nar-

an exciting adventure io the
X. 0. of o. F.
No. 114 Canal Street,
“The
Bailor’s
Wife,”
delicately
engraved
Adirondacks;
and “Housekeepingin
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndepondentOrder
of Odd Fellows, holds lt« regular meetings at Odd
by
Closson,
forms
the
frontispiece
of
the
North
Carolina”
Is a bit of personal doGrand Rapids,
Michigan,
Fellows Hall, Holland,Mlch., on Tuesday Evening
number,
while
Lepage’s
“First
Commun*
of each week j
mestic experience. “Csptsin Put’s NovVisiting brothers arecordlally invited
inn,” engraved in his best style by Cole, el,” by Busan B. Long, and “Santa Lucia,”
The
finest
Whiskies
in
the
World.
Will. H. Rooxns, N. G.
M. Harbinoton, R. B.
is printed without type at the back. On by J. D. J. Kelley, are effective and wellButin’s rative of

-

iitectonj.

.

Attonsyi.

••Bakers’ Pure Hand made Sour Mash Bourbon.**
the principle of Uicus a turn lucendo, Mr. constructed storiea. “Craque o’-Doom” Is
tThe best In the State.) ••Kentucky Pride’* hand
F. ft A. X.
made
sonr-mash.
“Jackson
Sour
Mash.
The
Farnham’s Stirling account of “Ice-Yacht- brought to a conclusion, sod is to be folA RiouLABCommanlcationof Unity Lodub,
No. 191.F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic HaU finest in the Land. “Uoneydew Bourbon.*’ ..j. ing on the Hudson” is probablythe most lowed by a new serial, by Sherwood BonR. Clay.** “8. 8. Miller’sRye.’1 The Limestone
\g0 BRIDE, A CARROLL, Attorneys at Law, Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Aug. Creek
Sour Mash, and the finest line of Imported seasonable paper in the number. It it II- ner, which will begin in the September
jjL Leppig’s Block, Grand Rapids, Michigan. 8, at7 j’clock .sharp.
and Domestic Wines.
Business In Kent, Ottawa and Allegan Conntie
fl. C. Mariutr, W.M.
KORTLANDERBROTHERS. lustrated by M. J. Burns, and the illustra- number and run to the close of the year.
will be promptly attended
9-lys D. L. Botd, Sec'v.

OWARD, M.

H

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Public; Elver street.

to.

22-6tn

Gen. Dickinson, at one time Adjutant General of Tlorida, shot and dangerouslywounded
a saloonkeepernamed Burch, in Leesburg, Fla.
Dickinsonwas capturedand lodged in jail, from
which he was take* by s party of; twenty-five
armed men, .who lynched
\

Holland ^i)g $<#14.

him.

Coiupwiy,at Potsdam.

N.;

Lumber

wih/i

Lapbam

Albany, on the

stroyed by fire. Tho total loss is estimated at

$75,000. The lard refinery of E. Ring & Hon,
of East St. Louis, valued "at $70,000, aud insnrod.for.$60,000, was burne4 down. Rush A
Denslow’sextensive oil works at South Brooklyn, worth $50,000, wore burned.

And

Conk!

mg

pi

For

the long term Miller had 71, with 78 fiecessary
feet of lumber,and eighteen houees, were defor a choice : Keman 61 and Wheeler 23.
stroyed by fire, causinga loss of $100,000.
Conklmg tola a New York reporter that
John A. Appleton,a member of the eminent under no circumstanceswould be withdraw. .
publishingfirm of D. Appleton A Co., died in The Democratio Convention of the State of
New York the other day. . .Justice Clifford,of Ohio met at Columbus Julv 13 and nominated
the United States Supreme Court, has suffered
John W. Bookwalter, of Springfield, to the
the amputation of his foot for gangrene.
Governorship. Other nominatiouswere made
Gen. John C. Pemberton, who com- as follows:For Lieutenant1Governor, Edgar
M. Johnson, of Cincinnati ; < for Supreme
manded the rebel forces at Vicksburgduring Judge, E. F. Bingham, of Frauklin : for State
tho memorable siege, died the other day at Treasurer,A. F. Winslow, of Cleveland; for
Penn Yan, Pa., at the age of 64 years.... By Attorney General, Frank C. Dougherty, of
the explosion of kerosene winch wan being Highland county ; Public Works, John Crowe,
used to hasten tho lighting of & fire, Mrs. of Defiance. The platform declares in favor
Mary Kray and her daughters,Mrs. Hattie of “tariff for revenue only, levied and adMonahan and Hattie Kray, were fatally burned justed in its details with a view to equity in
the public burdens and the encouragement
at Brooklyn.
of productive industries without creating moBy the burning of the finishing-room
.

.

reeled the jailerat Washington to'rfise all

led for the short term with

69 votes, Potter had 52

000,000

Gov.^etTMass, who wasfcn route to £1 Pas©,

.

.

.

-Lieut. Ray, of the United
Signal Corps,

has

States.

sailed from .San Francisco

.

nopolies.”

of a mill at Slatcrville,B. I., a loss of $100,000

The

was Incurred, and 700 operatives lost their em-

joint ballot for United States

Senator at Albany on the 14th gavo, for tho

ployment ____ Bonesetter, a famous trotter.
owned by H. V. Bemis, of Chicago,and valued
at $15,000, fell dead iu the second heat of * race
on the Pittsburgh track ____ The United Slates
UndergroundTelegraph Company is laying in
New York a bunch of seventy-five fire-alarm
wires, in long wooden boxes covered with a
preparationof silica.

short term, Lapham 70, Potter 54 and Conk-

32. For the long term Miller had 73 and
Kernan 54. The Assembly subsequentlyadopted a resolution to adjourn on Saturday,July

ling

16, by a vote of 62 to 61.

There was

little or no change in the

on the 15th, the
A fierce tight occurred between coal
ballot proving almost a repetition of the one
miners and circus men at Pittston, Pa., resultrecordedtho previousday. The Senate refused
ing in the death of one man and the wounding
to concur in the House resolutionfor an adof a woman .... Mattie Hunter paced a mile at journment on Saturday,July 16.
Pittsburgh in 2:12%, or 2% seconds lower than
Ex-Speaker Randall thinks that the
her record, and the fastest ever paced except
politicalsltuatiou at Albany

1

(

I

shooting of PresidentGarfield will tend to ce-

Sleepy Tom’s 2:12%.

A citizen of Camden, N. J., died with ment tho various soctious of tho country, and
that, if his administration
be a success, ho will
all the symptoms of Asiatic cholera, and it is
almost certainly be renominated iu 1884.
i

feared that it will become epidemic. Its origin
attributed to tho filthy sanitary condition of
the city.
is

The New York

1

16, elected Warner Miller Senator for the long
term, to

THE WEST.

Iowa crop prospects
Corn, 77 per cent

(it is

for

its

July

path.
are

fill

tho vacancy caused by the resigna-

tion of* Thomas C. Platt. On the ballot for
the short term Speaker Sharpe, Senator Baker
and Representative
Sisson chauged from Conkling to Lapham, tho vote being 68 for Lapham,
47 for Potter and 29 for Ooukiing,with 73 necessary for a choice.

A cyclone swept over tho vicinity of
Fairfield, Minn., killing four persons and
wreckingall the houses and bridges in

Legislature, on July

j

:

believed that the pro-

Two ballots were taken

duct will be 60,000,000bushels less than the

at Albany,

on

the 18th, both with the same result— Lapham 54, Potter 34 and Coukling 27.

previous year) ; winter wheat, 55 ; spring wheat,
91— a deficit of 17,000,000bushels being expected ; oats, 92 ; flax, 99
barley, winter, 72% ; barley,spring, 83 ; potatoes, 93 ;
sweet potatoes, 81% ; rye, 87 ____ The Michigan
wheat crop is estimatedat 17,600 000 bushels,
and that of Kansas at 20,000,000bushels....
The Excelsior Manufacturing Company's works
—better known as Filley’s stove foundry—
8t Louis, have been partially destroyed by
fire. Loss, $75,000. Am ice-house was also
burned,involving a loss of $17,000 ____ Of 549

WASHINGTON.

;

with nine companies for Point Barrow, in the
Arctic ocean, to establish a meteorologicalobservatory. Included in his outfit aro a readymade house and provisions for three years. .
The Department of Agriculture reports au increase of 2 per cent in tho acreageof potatoes
throughout the whole country, and the yield
will bo large. The breadth of tobaccoplanted
was much larger than last year, and the crop w
in high condition.
.

.

FOREIGN.

aggregate annual savings iu the

forbids any petition

On

—

lo

money

to

,

and in
60. Of the

i
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A
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age

and 150 deaths from excessive
heat In one day— tho 14th of July— there
in Cincinnati,

ia below that of last year, particularly in

Iowa.

were eighty-mxdeaths from both causes.

Ln five days after the assault

A most horrible and blood-curdling Preaideut,

ou the

tho Western Union Telegraph Com-

peasant comes from Pontive, in the Province
of Koorsk, Russia. A farm superintendentimprisoned nineteen personsin a barn, and tha
village mob fired it, burning the men and women
alive.

Eagle Creek pany laid by enough earnings to pay a diviA Berlin dispatchsays that a student
valley,Trempealeau county,Wis. Paul Heldo, dend of 2 percent — A careful examination
at
the University of Bonn was killed in a duel
of the criminal code of tho District
a Swiss emigrant,iu a fit of iusamty killed his
of Columbia shows that the penalty for another student was hopelessly wounded and
wife and seven children and then blew out his
own brains. A gentleman who was one of the an assault with intent to kill may be ten is now in the hospital ; a student at Berlin had
years’ imprisonment and a fine of $1,000....
first to visit the scene tells the following story
his no.-e cut off in a contest with a fellow-stuof the crime: "On arriving at the farm- The Anglo-American Cable Telegraph Com- dent, and the dispatchadds : “Scarcely a week
pany,
the
Direct
Umtod
States
Cable
Company
house the first thing that attractedour attenpasses that some act of brutality is not perpetion was the mutilated body of a littleboy and the French Cable Company have given trated in some one of the universities.”____
about 7 years old. who was lying on the path notice that, on and after the 1st of August, the London reports several deaths from sunstroke.
rate for the transmissionof telegramsfrom At Greenwich observatory,the other day, merwith his head split open and a bullet hole in
his brains. Passing this, we entered the France and England to New York will be re- cury reached 97 degreesin the shade, which is
kitchen aud beheld on the floor, surrounded duced to 25 cents per word.
the highest figure on record at that point ____
by a pool of blood, the body of the father and
A Washington dispatch says that The Czar, acting on the advice of Gen. Ignahusband shot through the neck and head.
tieff, has issued an order commuting
Guiteau remains closely confined, but is petuNear him lay i hatchet covered with blood, au
the death sentencepassed on tho noted
lant and madly disappointedthat his purpose female Nihilist Hessy Helfmann....
old Swiss revolver, while on a chair were powder and caps. Pushing into the next has been thwarted by the will of God. He Don Carlos, the much pretending aspirant for
room,
sickening sight met our knows that the Presidentis tetter, and his at- the Spanish throne, has been politelyrequested
gaze. Across the bed lay the mother tendant*say it annoys him so at times that he to quit France, bag and baggage,on the ground
with tfcr throat cut and a hole in her breast becomes almost savage in his rage, and curses that he has been recently engaged in promade by the hatchet. By her side lay & head- wlist he terms his “blundering luck” in not ceedingswhich are regarded as “ maniless babe, while on the other side was & little making sure of his dastardly work ..... festations against tho Government of
girl in the last stages of death. In the alley Socr-Jtary Wiudom appointed James Law, of France.”
two more of the children were found, both mu- Ithaca, N. Y., James H. Sanders, of Chicago,
A St. Petersburg dispatch says tho
tilated and shot through the head. The baru and E. F. Thayer, of West Newton, Mass., a
was next visited, and in the hay-loft was found commission to be known a* tho Treasury Cat- number of men and girls burned m the barn in
the two oldest children, boys of 17 tle Commission, whose chief duties it will be to the province of Koorks, Russia, was 119 inand 18, their bodies hacked in many places, investigateall cases of pleuro-pneumonia in stead of oibeteen.
j

j

|

&

and both dying, being shot through the brain. meat cattle which shall be reported.
When discovered,all were dead except one girl
The Grand Jury at Washington has
aud the mother. The motfier died m half an
hour after she was discovered.Paul Helde and indicted George W. Ingalls, formerly Agent of
family arrived from Switzerland three months tho Piutes, for presentingfalse vouchers. Disago. Ho purchased a farm, and seemed to bo
trict Attorney Corkhill will postpone action in
livinghappily. Lately ho bt came despondent
the case of Guiteau till September.
at the prospect of a failure of the crops, aud,
worried over the thought that he paid

.

.

States dut^ frp4 as the Treasury Department
allows that they Come under tho clause of tho
Revised Statutes allowing “ tools of trade ” io
be free of duty.
the princi-

pal postofflcen of the United States for the
quartereuding the 30th of Juno show an in-

amount of business done of '16.7
per cent over the corresponding period of says
last year. These nineteen offices pay ono“ Falling stars are, according to the
third of the postal revenue, and the
opinion
of some physicists, not. ,erupiucreaso noted almost warrauts tho bo-,.....
lief that the PoatofficoDepartment tions o! the ethereal fire extinguishedin
will be sclf-sufc'Uiuiugthis year ...... ; the air immediately alter its ignition,
Tho Roman Catholic presbyteryat Koxlon nor yet au inflammatory combustionof
crease in the

:

, -

Larne perishedin the flames. His nephew escaped a like fate by jumping from the window
of au upper story.

the air. which u. dissolved iu

!

largo

».>

bom the royal line oi
hUUy. Toe Portugal When the French invaded

Ulm, and some twenty or mors wounded more
or lens levorelt, several of

them

storm made its appearance at 4 o’clock, and it that country in 1807, tho rouil family
could be distinctly scon approaching in two tied to Brazil, which was raised to the
separatecolumns, one moving upward while rank of a kingdom in 1815. Afterdiffithe other appeared to descend from the clouds, pulties with Portugal,tho father of the

GENERAL.

At a meeting of Directors of the Baltimore and Ohio road, the resignations of Vice
President* King and Keyser were accepted.
Robert Garrett was electedFirst Vice President, and Bradford Dunham appointed General Manager of the Western diviaion....
Two missiugwhalers, the ML Mallastou and
Vigilant, have been beard from. East Caiw
Indiansinformed CapL Barker, of the whaler
Progress, that they had found both vessels
ice-locked.On the Vlgilan
werethree
corpses, who were supposedto have died
during the first year of their captivity....
The celebrated trotting mare Maud S., whose
record of 2:10% over the Chicago track was the
fastest in trottng annals, beat that performance last week at Pittsburgh,trotting a mile
in 2:10%.... The Captainand passengersof the
British bark 8L Lawrence, from Rio do Janeiro, taw two comets on toe evening of June 28,
one in the northwest and the other in the
northeast

t

Statisticscollected and polluted by
the Hamburg (Germany) polieft show that 74,633 emigrants left that port between the 1st of

end hie wife
and child who were in his dwelling adjoining
his place of business when the storm struck,
Both buildings were swept away, and. when
the man found his wife and child, twenty min-

,

sovereign t<x,k the part of lira-

"n8 Procmimed

protectoi

am.

perpetual defender of that country,
which was declared independent in 1822,

and he was proclaimedconstitutional

"‘dtb0 Empero, and crowned. On the death
Numbers of buildingsstruck by lightning bis father, Dom ledro I. abdieted the
caught fire, and the town would have been do- throne of Brazil iu favor of his infant
stroyedin this wav but for the rain, which do- daughter, and returned to Portugal t/»
trended m
assume the office of King. It was duti..gthe residence of Dom Pedro I. ,n
templateand beyond the descriptivepowers of Brazil that Dom Pedro II., the present
the most graphic pen. People who were out on Emperor, was born, which event occurred
the streets at the time were literally blown December 2, 182.). He was crowned
awav ; and numbers were wounded by the fly- july 18 liS41 an(1 waa married Sept. 4,
mg debris. M hole sections of tin roofing were . oio
resent sailing through the air bv the fury of the 1^43, to I nncess Christina Maria,
storm, and twiHted and crumbled up like paper, daugter of F rancis I., King of the Two
There is scarcely a building,public or pri- Sicilies. Their one surviving child,
vate, that did not sustain some injury, while Princess Isabella, was born July 29,
many residences and business houses are
in IHfU to PrincA

torrents.

V-

1

total
an?
,

wrecks,tho timbersbeing broken into kindling J.845.’
marned in 1864 to I nnce
and scattered over the prairie. Not less than ; Louis of Oilcans, Comte dEu, eldest
100 horses were killed., many lifted bodily and 6<>i» of the Due de Nemours, of the excarried long distancesThe farm machinery royal house of Bourbon-Orleans.The
depot was totally wrecked, and the machinery, Empire of Brazil has greatly improved

i

“edUS^-nt7™

g reaPe”’ Wer<' “U"
Pedro. H., .lever* has been .bolA now two-story brick building was carried isbed, immigration invited, railways
away so clean that not a vestigeremained ex- built, and the finances and other departcept the cellar and foundation
ments of the government put on a firmer

st^

walls.
1110

tW°"

bmn8-

The Emperor traveled in Europe

;
I
i -

The county is peopled almost wholly by Ger- ^or ®ome ^me during 1871 and 1872, aud
man*, forty-eight of whom were in Minneapolis ‘onf?> since visited the United States,
at the time attendingthe Turn test and none where he was very cordially received,
of them knew of the catastropheuntil next
^
day, when all left immediatelyfor their niinod
~
homes, with no knowledgeas to whether they
lltL JlAitnLlN.
would find family, friends or
A correspondentwho visited the scene of the |
*EW Y0RK* $7 K
M
disaster gives the following description of the
j Boo* .....................
6 30 @ 8 50
terrible ruin wrought :
I £“”0" ............................H^(4 IP*
The first place any effects of tho storm were • Floub— Superfine..................
4 00 (d 4 75
seen was about three miles west of New Ulm. I Whkat— No. 2 Spring ..............1 20 i* 1 22
No. 2 Rid ................
1 28 £ 1 20
Here it tore down a bouse and killed a number
48 (# 57
of cattle and horses. The family saved them- | Cons— Ungraded ..................
j O -H— Mixed Western ........ ...... 42 (A 44
selves by going to the cellar before the storm
1’onK— Mesa .......................
17 75 (*18 25
struck. From where the storm struck the rail- Laru, ..... ........................ 13 (4 13W
road track tho ground is lined with bedding
CHICAGO.
and furniture, wagon wheels, farm machinery, : llr.KVKs—Choice Orsded Steera ..... 6 SO (» 6 25

property.

.

^

pr.,.VR4

!
*

1

.'

j

:

ik)

etc.

The heads of wheat were cut off as clean snd
smooth a* though done with a heading machine. From tho place where the storm first
struck into New Ulm everything was swept for
a width of about one mile! The sight was sickening in the extreme.Trees were torn np by
the roots and carried no one knows where, and
not a house or barn was left standing m tho
line of the storm from where it first struck until it reached New Ulm. A gentleman, who
stood on the bluff two miles north of New Ulm
and witnessed the cyclone, says it was the
grandest yet most terrible,sight he ever wit-

January and the 30th of June of this year.
This is twice the nmnber which left Hamburg
in the corresponding period of the
year jnst after the Franco-Germanwar.... nessed. He says one cloud came from
The progress of the French arms m North Af- the northwest and one from the northrica is marked by a wholesale sacrifice of life. east When they met it appeared to
At the bombardmentand capture of Sfax, 400 him to be a, contest as to which should
Arabs were killed and 400 wounded. Southern have the right of way. The storm struck New
Tunis is now reportedin a disturbedcondition. Ulm at 4:48, and lasted Just twenty minutes,
....Dean Stanley (the Very Rev. Arthur aud in that brief time not less than $300,000
Penrhyn Stanley,D. D., Dean of Westmiu- worth of propertywas destroyed, and a number of persons killed and many wounded. Durter) is dead.
ing the storm there was a, perfect blaze of fire
balls. It would have been almost as dark as
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
midnighthad it not been for the continued
A-railboad collision near the floosac flashes of lightning.
The storm extended through Nicollet county,
tunnel killed a fireman named Charles Presthrough the towns of West Newton, Wellingcott. mutilatedan engineernamed A T. Corliss ton and Severance, devastating a tract of
aud crushed to death Thomas Moore, the other country a mile wide and forty mfies long. Six
engineer..., McDevitt and Ensign, two star- lives were lost at West Newton and six at Welroute fraud manipulators, were arrested m Phil- lington. The propertydamaged at Weet New-f.'
ton alone was estimatedat $500,000.

_ _
.

adelphia.

Six large iron companies of St, Louis

have formed a pool representing$10,000,000,

-guing
z,*> mu‘

“^™aWerebr°ken

A dispatchfrom New Ulm says the rebuildnow under way, and every
man, woman and child is taking part in the
Frank Brown and Jesse Myers, two
and either Edwin Harrison or Charles P. Chou- great work of rebuilding. A great many of
of the gang of desperadoes who terrifiedthe
teau will be chosen President This immense the buildings which were unroofed are being
people of New Madrid county, Missouri, last
repaired so »s to afford protection to the hunThirteen deaths have occurred in combination will control about 90 per cent of dreds of citizens whose nomes were entirely
tho iron product of the State of Missouri ...
Baltimorefrom lockjaw, occasioned by explo- The Navajo Indians threatento kill their agent swept irom tho earth.
“ Henry Villard has given $1,500 to tho relief
Rev. Galen Eastman, unless the InteriorDesions of toy pistols on the 4th of July. NuBuren, Ark., for the murder of Joseph Drake, merous dea‘hs are reportedin other localities partment removes him.... The propellerWin- fnmi,* $1,000 has boon raised at Milwaukee,and
81. Paul and Minneapolishave pledged $5,000
also colored. Beeves made three determined
from the same cause — There is a revival in uipeg caught fire and burned to the water’s
each. The number of deaths by tho cyclone
effortsto escape from the platformof the galedge
in
the
harbor
of
Dulmh.
The
passengers
the iron trade, the only drawback to the output
ha* swollen to thirty-ronr.”
lows, the Sheriff falling through the trap with
being the excessive heat, which ia beyond the escaped, but four employes are missiug.
him.. r. At Marianos,Ark., mac Green snd
laborers’ endurance.Mills are sold six mouths
Col.
R. L. Mott, of Columbus, Go.,
John Hardin, two negro murderers, paid the ahead for steel and three on iron..'..
Logic helps ns to strip off the out81 years of age, one of the . wealthiestmeu in
penalty of their crimes on the gallows, in presMr. Moody, the evangelist denies that Guiteau,
ence of 8,000 spectators.
the assassin, was in any way associated with that State, was killed by a train in the Union ward disguises of things, and to behold
and judge of them in their own nature.
him in the ministry. He says he always saw depot at Atlanta.
J. J. Dickinson, Jb., son of the late

TUB SOUTH*

•

.

—

terrible deed.’’....
“Billy the Kid,” tho blood-stainedbandit of
New Mexico, drew his last breath at midnight
on Saturday, at Fort Sumner. Pat Garrett,
Sheriff of Lincoln county, had for months
b«en on the I^id’s trail, and shot him through
the heart as he entered a room to buy meat— a
knife in one hand, a revolver in the other.
.
The Creek and Cherokee Indians were having a
barbecueat Greenleaf, in the Cherokee nation,
PrePay'k,,7 to nominating candidatesfor officer The candidates“set up the whisky,”and
a free fight, in which seven men were" killod
and a score or more badly wounded, was the
wnseouence.Outlaws visited the camp of
the Mille Lac Indiana, near Atken, Minn., and
murdered the chief and four Indians. The
murderers were arrested.

he be rigorously excluded from giving
or receivingany communicationwhatsoever, except such as ho gives the District Attorney or receives from him....
Journalistsmay import books into tho United

_____

of two

him to commit the

escape, tb&t he^be permitted to. ieero ond;
whatever,that he bo n6fc permittedto hold conversation with any of Uie guards, aud that

”

oy

too much for bis land, doubtlessled

di-.

posf

—

m

tragedy was recently enacted in

of the--olde*t theories, and the
one that is, perhaps, most consistent
with knovpi foeja and l|ws, is that meteorites aTe bodies monpg round the
sup which oooiMponallyinter our atmosphere; and are either1frittered into
dusior rpioh the earth Mi aerolites.In
other words, they are' aHnohnally large
fragments of comets. Small fragments
are dissipated in the higher regions of
the air by the intense hu-at produced by
friction,and give rise to tho phenomenon of shooting stars. Larger piece#
appear- as fire-balls, and. very large
masses fall through the air iu a state of
combustion, which is not, however, sufficientlyintense to consume their volume, before reaching the ground. This
idea of a celestial origin seems to have
originated among the Greeks. Plutarch

sible pracautious to prevent tile assassin's

Returns from nineteenof

of Meteorite!.

One

quantitiesin the upper regions of the
space ; but these meteors are rather a
to the British crown for his relief.Michael
fall of celestial bodica, which in conseBurned:
The
Wieting
Opera
House
Davitt is in excellent health and spirits.A genquence of a certain intermissionin tho
and several stores at Syracuse, N. Y., loss $460,uine Irian agricultural laborer is to be put in
rotary force, and by the impulse of some
the field for Parliament at an early opportu- 000, insurance $275,000; Pearson’s saw mill
irregularmovement, have been hurled
nity. Edmund O’Brienand John Hyde, of
and PearsoiTs salt manufactory at East Sagthe Middleton Board of Poor-Law Guardians,
down not only to the inhabitedportions
inaw, Mich., loss $160,000, insuraucu $70, (WJ;
have been nabbed under the Coercion act..,.
the Cincinnati Coffin Company's coffin manu- of the earth, but also beyond it into the
In consequenceof the recent onslaughtson tho
great ocean, where we cannot find them.”
German residents of the Bohemian ranital 173 factory at Cincinnati, Ohio, loss $225,000, inGerman sojourners at boueiman waiering- surance $220,000;several stores at Irvington, Tho views of Diogenes of Appoilonia
N. Y.. loss $40,000;the Irving House at Long
places have petitioned Priuce Bismarck to take
aro expressedthus : “Stars that are inBranch.
steps to protect tho lives and properties of Gervisible,aud consequently have no name,
man subjects in Bohemia
While tho indicaA new Trans-AtlanticTelegraph Com- move in space togetherwith those that
tion* are that the crops in France,Spain. Ruspany i* being formed at Berlin which will lay are visible. These invisible stars frosia and Italy will bo lar above the average this
au independent oablo from Germany to Valun- | queutly fall to the earth, and are
year, the reports from Germany indicate that
even a medium yield is not anticipated ____
cia (Ireland), and thence to tho United States. tinguished, as the stony star which fell
Judge Lawson, in opening the assizes at Kerry,
The capital is to be $825,000 ____ England lias burning at ^Egos Potamos.”Chladni,as
referred to the large number of cases on the
at Ift.t consented to give up the Transvaal to
the result of his investigations, advanced
calendar, and to the state of lawlessness prethe Boers.
tho opinion that meteors are bodies
vailing in the county. The Kerrv jurors did
not pay much attention to Judge Lawson's
moving in space, being either accumucharge," however, as, notwithstanding hi*
A MINNESOTA WHIRLWIND.
lations of matter originally created, or
instructions,they acquitted all the perfragments separated from a large moss
The
Town
of
New
Uliu
Almost
Wiped
sons charged with agrarianoff-mBes ____
The remain* of Pone Pius IX. were removed
Out of Existence by n Cyclone— A of a similar nature. Sir H. Davy offrom 8t. Peters to Uie Church of San Lorenzo,
I.nrge Number of People Killed and fered the same explanationin the “ Phiin Rome, at midnight,Tuesday, July 12. An
for 1817.
Wounded— Hou«es Swept Away Like losophical Transactions
immense procession of member* of ihe Italian
These views, or rather a modificationof
Chaff.
Catholic societiesfollowed the remain*. There
A terribletornado devastated New Ulm, them suited to our increased knowledge
were some interrupt ons by persbns who
shouted, “Long live Italy!’’ but the disturb- Minn., a beautiful littlecity of 8,500 inhabi- of cosmicol ways and means, have their
ers were dispersed by the military.
modern advocate in Prof. H. A. Newtant*, on the afternoon of July 16. Six hunBradlaugh has given notice to the dred buildings were more or less damaged, ton, of Yale CoWege.—l'insley’aMagazine.
__ _
Speaker of the House of Commons and to the
some of them being totally wrecked, among
Emperor of Brazil.
other officials of that grave body that bo in, them the finest business blocks in the city.
tends to raise a row on the 3.1 of August
The present Emperor of Brazil. Pedro
Thirteen people were killed outright in New

Father Sheehy

that day be will present himself at tho
bar of the House, will offer to take the oath,
star-route mail service made by the reductions and will resist expulsion with all the force
The destmetion of the Bastiio
of the last four months amount to $1,066,778. which he can
was commemorated at Paris, on the 14th of
Additional reductionshave been ordered, which
July, with great enthusiasm, the city being
will effecta saving of over $1,200,000 annually.
bnlhantlyilluminatedat night ..... Priuce Bis. .AttorneyGeneral MacVeagh holds that the
marck has made a demand upon the Sultan
Commissioners of Soldiers' Homes are not enreturn the ransom
recently
titledto the bounty land-warrantsturned over
paid
Roumelianbrigands for the
deaths at Cincinnatiin
week, 363 were to them as the effects of decease! soldiers.
release
captive Germans .....
caused by the excessive he a*
Returns received at the Agricultural Hessy Helfman, the Nihilist woman who was
A train robbery occurred on the Rock
Department up to July 1 indicate an improve- sentencedto death at 8t. Petersburg for complicityin the murder of the late Czar, will, it
Island road, at Winslow Station, near Cameron
ment in the cotton crop as compared with its is believed, have her sentence commuted by
Junction, Mo., on the night of July 15. When
condition in June. Tho average condition is 95, tho Czar
It requires 7,000 troop* and 2,000
the train which left Kansas City in charge of
against 100 at the same time last year. The
pieces of artillery to protect the Bulgarian
ConductorWeatwall reached that point, at wheat-cropprospects are much better than they National Assembly in session at Sistova.
9:30 p. m., a gang of desperadoes appeared, were in June, and the averagewill be about 83
Prince Alexander himself feel* safer ou
and side-trackedtho train. Every car was throughout the country. In the Atlantic Slates board a gunboat on “the beautifulblue Danboarded. The conductor was killed aud the the crop will be only slightlyinferior to that of ube" than being iu his palace in the city ...
passengersrobbed.
last year, but in tho Northwest and in Ohio
The Siberian plague, which attacks both men
The wheat yield in Illinoisthis year, and ’ Indiana the average will fall below and horses, and which is fatal to both, has
70,
Illinois will not be over broken out in the suburbs of 8t. Petersburg,
it is estimated, will be 37,000,000 bushels less
spriug-wheat States, Iowa and has proved very destructive.The doctors,
than the yield of 1880, Michigan’syield will be returnsan average of 72. There is an in- who are inefficienthave made no headway
against the disease, which is spreading with
14,500,000 bushelsless, Ohio 12,000,000 bushels creasedarea of corn, but the condition of the
and Iowa 17,000,000 bushels. The total short- crop is bv no means as promisingaa it was at alarming rapidity.Peasants sell the skins of
age for the four States, therefore, will be 80,- this time last year. In the Atlantic States the beasts who die of the plague, and thus tend to
crop has suffered from the cold, wet spring. spread its destructive effects.
500,000.
In the Southern States it is fair, except in
terrible incident,illustrative of
July 10 to July 16, both in- Texas, where the drought Ins caused serious
eluded,there were 261 deaths from sunstroke damage. In the West and Northwest the aver- the latent brutal savagenessof the Russian

The

Theory

at

for Potter, aud 28 for Conkliug.

District Attorney Corkhill has

cludingthe Redbank Register office,woao de-

13th inst.,

There was one ballot for Senator

Albany on the 19th, resultingin 68 votes for

Lapham, 45

POLITICAL.

a
Burnsville,-Miss.,was

In the ballotingat

saw-mill of ttye Sherman

re-

ootnrade named Burt at
hanged at Corinth In the presenceof 4,000 persons.

Henbt S. Smith, who murdered

THE EAST.
The

A Tucson, (ArizonM) dispatchsays

ports come from El Paso that tho Mexican
Was attacked’by Indians and thirty ot his men
killed.. i.J^etre Lorillsrdhas shipped niue
Biore thoroughbreds for his stable at Newmarket England.*-—^
Nine buildings of Redbank, N. J., in-

, HOLLAMi) Oiy;. MXf)HI0AS.
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through the man, and believedhim to be dishonest and a little crazy.

ing of the town “ is

I

Cows ami Heifers ......... 3
4 50
Medium lo Fair ..........6 40 (n* 6 55
...............................
5 25 rk r» 75
Flock— Fancy White Winter Ex... 5 85 (* o 50
O'khI to Choice Spring Ex. 5 00 (i, 5 50
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............. 1 12 % 1 13
No. 3 Spring .............
99 (4 l 04
Con w— No. 2 ....................... 47 (4 40
Oats— No. 2 ......... ..........
39
40
Ryk— No. 2 .....................
97
90
Haklkt— No. 2 ................... .. 99 (4 1 00
Butteb— Choice Creamery .......
19
23
Boas — Fresh ....................... 12
12*
POHK— Mesa ............ ..... "””17 50 (417 75
LaBD ............................
... 1 12V(4 )3

(4
(4
(4

.

[

.

«

Wheat—

„

„

MILWAUKEE.

No. 1 ....................
, 18

mNo-

2

^ ^

.....................
110 (4 1 17

^

Oath- No. 2 ............. i! W ..... £7 (4
-K°- .....................
94 (4
Baulky— No. 2 ................91 (4
Pork— Mess ....................
.Wn 75 (418
Laud ........ ...................23
»

„

(4

.

\J

heat-No

2

8T. Louia
Red .................

. ^

bn— Mixed .....................
45
Oats— No. 2. ...... ...............
39
C-

.

J”

....

Poke

..........................
Mes» ........................
27

U‘lx> .............................

u
g

48
28
95
92
00

13*

2 17
46
49

W
75(4

80
00

12il(4 12*

CINCINNATL

Wl’KAT ...............
1 1« @ 1
Corn ..............................
1 60
C*ts ...............................40 <4
rvk ................................
1 05 (4 1
PoRK-Mes* ........................
17 75 (418

(4

17

61
41

07
00

..............................
12%
TOLEDO.
Wheat-No. 1 White ...............1 22 <4 1 23
Laki>

No. 2 Red. ................1 20 « 1 22
Cobh ..............................48 0 49
Oats .............................87 14
38
:

DETROIT.

Flour— Choice ..................
Whkat— N* 1 White ...........

5 75 <4 7 25
1 17 « l 18
Corn— No. 1 ....................... 49
50
Oats— Mixed ........ ............ 40
11
Barlst (per cental) ............... 1 50 (4 2 30
Pork— Mess ........ ............... 17 75 @18 00

<4
C4

.

.

INDIANAPOLIS.
Wheat—

No. 2 Rod .................
1 17

Cohn— No. 2 ....................... 45
Oats ...............

.

..............

.

37

(4 1 18
(4 46
89

@

EAST LIBERTY, PA.
OATTLK-Best ......................
6 10 (4 6 50
Pork— Mew ........................ 16 00 @16 50
F>ir

......................
6 00 <4 6 00

Common .................4 50 @ 4 75
...............................
5 75 <4 6 80
Shkkp .................
3 00 ^ 4 60

HU

mostly of a liquid character.
breakf&si
consisted of milk and beef Jnice. About noon
he partook of toast and coffee,* His appetite

Sum-

loitered around for^ i Mo^orJSaUmJ,
med his putol to *ee that all wa* right, and.
when the Presidententered the ladies'waitingroom, he walked np behind him and fired two
’ '*
Washington,Ji^y 1G,

The wheat
Sault Stk.

The Presidertoiwdiiifoittfsteadily improiu.

THE PKtSIDEM.

DARING ROBBERY.

‘

**

A

is

mating in Kalamazoo

tells ns

W'!

Ho

I

:

A

Itock iNland Train Hoarded by
Agente, Who Murder the Conductor and Plunder the Safe of the
Express Car.

Hoad

The most daring robbery and wanton mur-

occurrod in tho Southwest for

der that has

Marie

v'

weU.’’

the recovery of the TroBiAeifiidofiy^p^Ttyr
of a few weeks. His appetiteu becoming
Wabhikotmt, Jnly 11
.normal, and the increase in strength
The oondltloh of Preafdont Qarfleld,thia is the result of his diet Burgeon
ia bettor Uian At any ttoJe einco he
General Bafaea said this morning i that, all
was #hot, and the hopefutaesabf'lfla'Itefg^OttB though the .atrdhdmg physiciansold not fwlike throwing np their hats and saying the
almost amounts to confidencein his animate
President was ont of danger, they could
recovery. The fever haa decreased. At 2 yet say that he was practicallybo, , unless
o clock this morning his pulse was below 100.
unforeseen coippiications artnel
and his temtxjratnreabout. 100. Dr. Bliss said wore no sigW of Hnbh. i'.Ofto )he< d o^y
st 10 o’clock last night that he was aatisfled look nt the Presidentto be gSuMljjf bi$ tmthe culminatingpoint had been panned, Linuud improvement," adtUflr .!){ f JBlnbeA
and ihat the condition of the President Dr. Bliss says that the President is about out
will steadily improve from day to of danger, the crisis may be said to have
day.^^ippora^onis progressing naturally, the passed, and on 4be whole ho is prottv safe.
wound has a healthy appearance,and there is "•The case progressed nicetv,” he'Wutfatfi*!,'
little to dread now from secondarvhemorrhage “and every one about tho White House feels
or blood-poisoning.The patient 'continuesto
as if hope inay well bo buoyant."Dr. Reybum
take ni°re nourishment each day, and therp
v
*£.'**. B
6
haft boon no gastric disturbance reccqUv. YcatonUy, in addition to eating a slice of tbaat, he WITtt
oho wed the breast of a woodcock, but did not
ruict
swallow the titwr.
the Prosiaenrs ca»e— mat me Dan instead or
Dr. Woodward,one of the physicians in at- passing through the liver was deflecteddowntendance,stated yesterday that the patient has ward by striking the eleventh nb, and then
suffered from “circumscribed peritonitis’’ lodged in tho muscles within tho pelvis. Dr.
Hinco the second day, hut that its extent haa Uurulltoh’a opinion? are shared by many eminent surgeons through the country.
boon reduced each day until now it is scarcely
The. physicians have decided not to try on
perceptible.
saya the abatement of
the mllammation ahowa that the bullet the President the Bell electricalinstrument for
is doing ho hann^; On befog asked if locating the ball. They say that the hall is all
there were other signa of improvement, right, and doing very nicely, and that there' is
it) reason or necessity of disturbingthe Presihe said that persona withont any medical knowledge could not fail to recognize a great improve- dent by an experiment 'to locate it. Tho inment in tl4»; l’residem>conditio u during the , htmmunt may oe used when tho President gets

very enthusiastic, and espeabout Point St. Ignaoe. He
of an Indian who owned forty
is

acres of land at that place last fall, and,
expects to 'become although he tried very hard, could not
get $400 for it. This spring he sold it
a railroad center.
The EnAt Saginhw lumber trade Is for STj.m; juntf ttb^j parties wlw purchased ft expect at pcce to realize 8*^0,exceptionallyactive,1
h'
000. — Adrian
. .
Many hogs are dying of a strange MARQPTt’h’B MMinr} Jnuiiitd: ‘‘I
disease in East Tawas.
want olio gallon of good wipskee,”, cried
The new Opera House at Stanton has a man, rs he stopped into Donahoe’s
eight complete stock scenes.
stove. “My wife got tree ilmlieenil at
West Bay City has two women who mice die morning, by gar, an’ l buy do
whiskee for do hoys for uut.” While
get drunk and parnflrtbestreets.,

Kll-

n>u‘\ The. physiciansace ogugsine that the worst is
passed, that pyetma need not be feared, and

*«o\

Hadley

cially so

Cmnch more county.

hot*.

W

MICHIGAN NEWS.

Time*.

1

,

be.m*

™

A xkw Cntliulicchnreh is to 1» erectljllTr
10
j
The express train ed nt Buy City at a cos, of $30;
of tho Chicago, Rook Island and Pacific rail’ The total flsh-catch of Lake Superior , lH„l0C W^o have tree baboe at onee.”
road, from Kansas City, was boarded at that amounts to abont 1,500 tons a
ilt> added pioiidly, as
left' rtie store
point by a gang of men variously estimatedat
More new houses are going up at East with his bottled fun; "ah, do bpyfl)
from ton to tiftftn,who shot down the conductor I Tawas this seMHon than before for u long inust have something for dat J" Ho

many years

took place on tho night of July 15,

000.

near Winston station,Mo.

year.

,im'-

Sm.r.'S

W

Wiu*

! 7
**.v I'onnwnrd,
all
1^6i.hAn< imt X> ofXir menifi clwrgV* Tjie Hessian fly is reportedto bo do- 1 Hie
to a Lompauion over, this achievemid plm.dirtd tho safe of tho expresscar of' 1 ing considerable damage to tiiu wheat in | toent of Iris better half.
r - contents. Mr. C. H. Murray, the express
1'erby Sapp, a farmer and prominont
i-th-enger, uives the followingeircumfilHUtial

Chesaning.

.wor-

treat-

Kp.r.T'Ras of -thS' TiWssounty
ount of toe affair : ’
nulhd fuit of Winston, Conductor house arc cluirgcd with itduimau
William Weatfall jumping on the head end of munt of an idiotief child. • tr
tii-* Hinoking-car to go through tho train for
.jJames Henry, ex-United States Marti-kets.as ho always does. Wo left Winston
a out on time, 'J:3U o'clock. Being in the ex- shal of Western. Michigan, died ub his
j-iiHh car I did not see what transpiredin tho j home in Ivalamiuoo.
smoker, but a paHsenuer told me as fol,•
,
lows: A masked , man ' ariw frwn his
Mr. Cassiuy cluims 3.1(),p00 dwmiges
ail^JMpfdachin*Wio k /n-iiirtor^nofc|hi| of the village of Blis^field for injuries
nloiM. shtfi • YaB'lre ^•iirifcneA^^ho'JbnF
| caused by defective sidewalks.
stile
ae.

"Wo

j

'

^

du^T

W

»r

Iflfft^'PflrilWto
Yrfgkff ft Trefir'of reply

rr

•

fe.l;oun&

lightning rccdntly.

company with

men he
when astorm
cotbitigtihth^y staged for tho bum, Sapp
being in the rear carrying n bundle of
wheat over his beau tor ^ protection
was engaged

a

mua^er

of o|ihpr

in harvesting,

against the rain, lie did notj reach the
barn, and the other men upon returning
to the field after the shower fouhd his

Trufaut, body lying upon the ground, netu: ,tho
fence. Tne electriccurrent entering at
»u.l,buUot before..,
the throat passed dowil mid out,' mutilpast few days by simply looking at him. “His
who drank lenlbhademade
eye is brighter, Ids color totter, and he moves v
ating the fit qh but little, but entirely
The four remaining figures to comriie Presidentgrows Lottur evtrj/d!iy- ' Til” ' managed to get out on tho platform,
with less difficulty.An increasod amount
destroying the clothing,' «hbe», etc.,
lete tho soldiers’monument in Detroit
of nonruhtnenthas been given with good
mprovement is so marked tlUt thetyhysiciMi/ * where he fell down and rolled off -tho
tearing tlieiu into fine shreds and leavavo
.. .
results, and the wound is doing well," said tho
»sy that within three or four <^ys, up less there car
ing the body entirely nude.
tho
doctor,. Dr* Bliss aaid
if' no new compli^ .....
Tjle matter of building a $50,000
shall be a relapse, they will bo willing to anr.rrr.tvrBi;
.’i* j >,
is.
cation arises tho President will be substantially
between two trunks in the middle ^elX)l nt Buy City is yet under tile CoUs
Factor® of Mexican Progress.
out of danger by Hatorday.'*Dr. Hamilton uouuce that he is beyond dangwr, and that wore standing
of tb o car nt the time. Just after the train | siderntion of the Michigan CentmL
said that for his part he expects the President thp members of t^ef^ahinot who had ma^e
In the progress and prosperity of any
stopped Baggageman Bumpes stepped to tho
to recdvfcr*and that ho finds added cause for
arrangements for vacations can safely leave.
at was
tne
Tiik work ,)f laying. wooden pipes to country there are several important facnorth-side
door
to
see
what
was
the
comktoneo every hour. “The President,”he The pulse, temperature and respiration are
mattrf|sThe Sfkf , was ’'bpen
’jbdfcn A
. toTtfiult
toyajmft convey salt brine from /Tear East Tawas tors. Chief amongst these may be recksays, “is doing as well as can be expected, and
of ventilation,1 as the
jveiV ' to
daily more nearly approaching the normal
.... bight Was'
%-aB, *jver^j
to An
Au Sable
Sable and
and Coco'to
Cocoda bou
has onmm.itw.ad
commenced. oned natural reselltea, population, educahis chances of recovery are excellent."
standard. Tbey/everdoes ,not Increase during wiftm. Withimt' warning Btsftfperwss
Htahipes
was
grafibeA
|
^
LITTLE
of
gnAbeJ'l
little
son
of
Nathan
Hicks, of tion, and means of transportation. With
Tho refrigeration apparatus constructed in
the day so much ’as usu^.but the moat ein
by the legs hv four masked men. Their spokesthe basement .of the White House works adwl injured bv a pot tho first of these Mexico is richly endowcoiradiigsign Of rerorniiirf strength is the fact man said : Come out. you — of a — , come ML‘nil)'lla» was so badly
mirably. It supphed the President'sroom
that the •President f* lx*ginniri^to eat— it might out.’ At this they pulled him out. When riim, recently, that
that
it is feared be will ed. It is doubtful if any equal urea on the
with 18 000 cubic feet of pure dry air at a
almost b« said, to eat heartily,and he enjoys they got him down on the ground they to'd him die.
face of the globe poasessea larger depostemperature of 54 degrees yesterday. The
his food and assimilates it.
if ho moved or spoke a word they w ould kill
cQolneea of (the sick-roomhas an excellent efCitizens <«
of ^asi
Eifot Tawas
sub- its of the precious metals, or has already
Ur. Boynton, in conversationlast evening, him. The robbers then shot into the express I ^TraKNB
rawas have
nave suofect on the patient.
expressedthe opinion that the critical period car twice. Knowing pretty well what was com- perilled 811,000 bonus for the Alpena and produced more of thorn. Her coast lands
Before he werit to sleep last night the President has passed, and tliat tho President,although
for the most part arc exceedinglyfertile,
in.-. I had ensconced myself behind the sample Bay City railroad, and right of way is
aaked Df. Huvburu what was too news, and tho still extremely weak, is now out of danger.
trunks. The four men then jumped into our now being secured.
producing in abundance the host growths
doctor rWpliM by telling him that ‘‘the Gov- Continuing,he said: “There is no doubt that
car and put the lights out. As they did this I
of the tropics, but they have an unernor* of several States had in view to issue,
Ontonagon Herald : “ Ontonagon
ho will gam strength daily now, and, there is
got out of my place and wont over toward the
healthy climate, and cun never be develwhen tho Presidentshould be out of danger, a
every reason to hope or his ultima to recovorv.” locomotiveena of tho cur. The robbers were county is the finest hard-wood oounty
proclamationfor a general day of thanksgivlooking for mo, ns I heard them say especially, bordering on Lake Superior, having oped by the labor of white men.
Tho following is a reviow of the President's
ing and praise to God ’ for tho anThe interior may be described os a
Where is the other
of a - ? Shoot
of acres of heavy hard- maple
swered prayers of the nation." The pa- case for the two weeks, accordingto com|>etent
the cuss.’ The robbers, thinking thousands
vast table-land, elevatedfrom 5,000 to
tient seemed to be greatly touched and grati- medical authonty : The first injury was tho
probably I had loft tho car, also deserted timber.
9,000 feet above the sea, and possessing
fied at this information. CoL Rockwell re- shook and disturbancedue to the sntnuoe of
it for the time being. I jumped up and
Levi Ogden, a prominent farmer near a climate favorable, wherever water is
tho
bullet.
This
blow
was
so
severe
that
the
marked to the President that “the heart of
barred the end door next to tho smoking-car
the nation was in his room." The words President did not rally, but for several ami shut the south-ride door. Then I Milford, Oakland county, was thrown f0UU(l) to all the crops of tho temperate
seemed to impress him greatly, and afterward hours remained in a 'state of ' vital de- barred the door next to tho engine. from ms carnage the other day, and in- zone. Much of it, however, is arid and
pression, with indications
interna
he murmured in his sleep : “The heart of tho
Btantly killed. His wife was also seri- sandy, and in tho north particularly
hemorrhage,with temperaturehigh and There was some firing done at the car while
nation will not let tbs old soldier die." .
water is scarce. Between those two groat
increased pulse, nausea and c great I was lockingtho doors, but how many shots ously injured.
Wakhi. noton, July 15.
weakness. During the first stage the Preeulout I don’t remember. Onu ball went through
Owners
of
pine
lands that have boon natural divisions lie what the Spaniards
Each day the President’scondition shows was universallyregarded to be a dying mnn the door, missing mo by about three inches.
Alter miming about half a mile the train burned over this summer find it difficult called the temperate lands, where frost
steady improvement.There is no reason to Saturday night, however, a reaction was estabcame’
to a sto^, as it was ; sUrted imme- to get men who will work in the woods and excessive heat ore unknown, and
doubt hi* continued progress. He raised his lished, rendered possible, it is supposed,by the diatelyafter
e r<ted apenU pulled tho bag^ to save the unburned timber, on account where everything that is grown from
stoppage of bleeding. He then entered on the
gagemauout. Just, as I wan barring thooi
bill of faro yesterday by eating a roast-beef
second stage, and under such conditionsthat
of the heat and the plague of mosqui- New York to Florida will thrive and yield
sandwich half the size of his hand. Ho said tho physicians felt justified in entertaining side door, tho last one of tho four, the rob- toes.
__ ____
abundantly.
bers came to that side. Four of them rushed
that he was beginningto tire of baby
faint hopes of __
his recovery. The presenceof
These teinjierato lands, consistingof
into the car and began shooting again. How
At
Grand
Ledge,
during
a
severe
rainHe would have eaten another sandwich I the dischargedblood remaining in Re wound
many shots they fired I don’t know, but storm, two horses were killed by light- terraces or benches separated by steep
if the doctors had thought it best The tern- . now disturbedtho system. Thera were indkaperatnro of tho President’s room and of 1 tlons, also, of inflammationof the peritoneum, afterward we counted twelve bullet-holes in ning at one spot in the street, eighty slopes and deep valleys, aud situated os
the ones adjoiningwas kept down to 75 do- as evidencedby tympanitis, a w/bI dangerous that end of the car which were shot on tho
rods from the business part of the vib they are for the most part in a comparagreen. Tho Presidentdid not indulge in any symptom. Thetfi were pains, .moreover,in the inside. At almost every shot they would
lage. Two men were knocked down, but tively narrow licit, are alike a bar to the
despondent talk. He seemed to realize, more logs and feet, indicating that soine-n/ Ahe nerves keep up the yell, Come out, you - of existenceof navigable streams and the
than he has any day this week, his improve- were injured. His condition pn Sunday was I kept my place, squatting on tho floor till I none seriously injured.
thought tb^' had MS^d^fog ; theu I rose up
easy construction of good roads connectment
critical, and the ebance of recovery. -although
Says the Huron County Time* : A ing tho interiorwith the coast. Partly
The nourishment taken by the Presidentis existing, was very slight. By Tuesday,Jnly 5,
slightlyincreasedfrom day to day. When he the more alarming eymptoma began to dlsap- whirled me around Bevenil times and demanded report from a practical farmer of Sober from this cause, and partly from the uncan take a fair amount of food without caus- pear. There was loss tympanitisand ftbdom • the key.-T gave-it tothem. -Ghe -fellow went waing claims that the wheat crop per
progressive character of the population
ing fever, or, overtasking his weakened inal tenderness. Tho patient had survived toward tbo safe, .then turned around, Lauded acre will be fully up to the average,and
or tho disturbed state of tho country,
mokbp
key
alid'told
pie to unlock the safe. J
system, a rapid gain in strength may be the immediate dangers of the wound, and
that township will raifce more bushels of
divers, thre'f jho,
the pack-saddleand the primitive wagon
looked for. Until then ho must of course, re- would die, if at all, from ita after effects.Those, didWatJ'thepc^nt
Wheat this season than ever before.
main very weak, but the abatement of his fever/ as staled, were secondary hemorrhage, ab- cover back, anddeaneddp against the side of
have hithertobeen the only means of
the diminution of pain and the favorable scess and sloughing, Uio uiputi pathological the car. The one who appeared to be tho
Augustus Johnson went hunting,near transjiortation. TYiis vast territory of
changes in other directions indicate that it will processesatteiJaiog,guimhot wounds, ip that leader pmled out of his coat-pocket a sack two Alabaster,Iosco county’, and when his
760,000 square milen. with a population
feet long by a foot and a half in width. He
not bo long before ho can take an amount of
region. Ihar^xeBtoriaiyooperations now bedog returned without him search was in- estimated at ten millions, equals in
took
the
money
and
all tho contents of the safe
solid food that will have a marked effect on Lis gan and led to>hit l«callocMhQ?tirgicRl fever;
strength.
whlbh reached'its Kejght Mpnday, July- 11.- aud put them iuto the sack. While doing this stituted, and his body was found in the extent our States east of; the Mississippi
he asked me several times bow much money woods with a bullet-hole passing through
There is no -troth in the statement published During iti progreaa'the' phyilrfanB succeeded
and south of Michigan, while its populathere was. I told him I didn’t kuow, but
that the doctors in charge proposed to see if in fightingoff the dangers, incident to this
it, about forty loot from where his giur tion hardly exceeds that of Now York
Ihere \yas quite a little pile of it
they could locate the bullet by electric ap- stage of recovery, the wound assuming ( a
and Pennsylvania.Two-thirds of this
Then he demanded, ‘Is that all .you have lay.
pliancen. • They are quite obntopt to let ! b^thy character,the patients health and
got ? Give me the rest of it.’ I told him it
During
the terrible storm at Hudson population are of pure Indian blood, tho
tho bullet alone for the present, and have BPlrit* ^fog iru#iUiaed m
dono idea of having the President worried with ! 8™®, and the usual necessary operationsof was all the car contained of value except the the mammoth barn on the Put Cross remaining third being either of Hjtanish
experimentsof this kind. The Cabinet people nature going on without interruption.The seven silver bricks on the floor. He answered, farm, south of that village, was blown descent qr of mixed races.
I want the rest of it or l’]l kill you.’ Aftor
^..ii
nrmr- Bubsidenceof the fever, while it' leaves the pa1 H-Hnfind
satisfiedwifh
with thfi'Prnudent’s
theJProudont’sprogto smithereens,and the barns of A. W." ' Now it ia evident that any rapid .proI had again told him I hadn’t another cent he
tient very weak, marks the terminationof tho
ress that they begin to think they wfil be able
most serious stages of the injury, and, as the continued, saying. ‘You might as well Ocobock and A. L. Bump Mfero consid- gress in Mexico must come through colto uke their families away within the next
nave killed your con- erably damaged. A hern m Rollin was onization by some higher ail'd more proPresident now seems to be steadilv gaining give up,
week or ten jSsy*.
ductor and engineer, and wo ’ are going struck by lightning and consumed.
strength
and
no
symptoms
of
local
dangers
gressive race, or by the introduction of
Postmaster General James telegraphed to
to kill, you, so get down on your knee*.
New York last night: “The President is do- appear, tho physiciansregard him aa practical- There are twelve men in this gang, and we’ve
J. E. Doughty’s jewelry store, in capital in large amouhUAto develop her
ing splendidly. He is surely out of the ly out of danger.
got full possession of tne train.’Ho then East Saginaw, was robbed of 81,060, natural resources by the aid of the nawoods.’’
Washington,July 19.
tive rucce, who are geuerally peaceable
struck mo on the head and another blow on the
Ex-Senator Oonkling called st the White
Tbs President had some gastric trouble on back with his revolver. After this tho men left worth of jewelry. A stranger drove up, and industrious. Yet, in a land with the
House yesterday. He did not enter, but sent
and,
calling
a
son
of
Mr.
Doughty
out,
the cars.”
climates of Mexico, where the wants
his enrd to Mrs, Garfield, sayipg that hs knew yesterday, and was a little more feverish than
A stonemason residing at Wilton,who board- engaged 1dm in conversationa few millit would be impossiblefor hliin to see the Presion the previous day, bat the surgeons take a
and desires of tho natives are so limited,
ed the train at Camprou, was shot aud killedas
utes, during which time it is supposed
dent, and, he did not wish to bother her with
hopeful view and express the opinion that he stood on the platform of tho first coach next that an accomplice entered and stole the it will be contrary to ail experience elsean interview. - He expressed cordial sympathy
where if they should become a hardand his wishes for the speedy recoveryof the this u only one of the fluctuationsof the to the smoker.
valuables.
fever, and does not indicate any change
None of the passengerswere molested. The
• '
- « a f’s^P f
working people from the mere desire of
President. ^
, ,_
The flood of false statementsabout Guiteau for the worse. They and hi» unprofes- robbers only attachedthe engine, express and
Jambs 'R Steven^"* farm of, 55 year? accumulation.Under no circumstanoes
and his crime have prompted District Attorney sional fr ends are already trying to sme king-car.
of age. living jjear'PorfilAnd,was
could much improvement be looked for
invent
sOme
way
of
‘getting
him
to
The spot where the robbers had their horses
Corkhill to give to tlie public au aoenrateacby lightning and instantly killed. He without improved means of transportacount of his movements. Guiteau arrived in Long Branch, and the doctors say that if tied in the woods was dlpoovoteAThe men
rs was going from home to a field of wheat tion, of which the government was well
Washington’ March 6 fcnd put np at the Ebbit ho keeps on improving it will bo practicable were in such haste to leave that their baiter
next week to take him by steamer to For- were cut, notnutlod, and ‘the trail was id fhJO and carried
UQ4 V ll«
AVUiUlUXH only
V/iilV one
\fl4U day
V4SWJ ; he
House,, where
he remained
earned a grain cradle an
an -his
ms slioulshoul- I aware, as is
is shown by the many liberal
tress Monroe, and then, after a few days direction of Clay county. Tho Sheriff of Da- der. The lightning struck him in the Subsidies it granted to various railroad
* , after roomed at various place* in the Capi.
of rest, to Long Branch whither be is viess county, Mo., with 109 men, at once start- mouth, coming out under his chin and
tnlI City. On the 18th of May he determined to
enterprises.—/’.E. Prendcrgast,in
kill tho President,,but had not raosev enough anxious to go, . aud Mrs. Garfield is ed on the trail
It is tho. general opinion in tho vicinityof passing down his Inxly,
Harper s Magazine.
o as
its anxious
anxious to
t away
V from the
to buy a pistol.Toward tne end of May he visited quite
But the sur- tho scene of tne robbery the gang is tho same
O'Meara's gnp shop in Washington, examined White •House ag he
The
total'
fake
shipments
of
iron
ore
at tho hope that old one beaded by Jewie and Prank James.
Nose and Face.
several pistole,. attir remarked that be wanted geons have fotind out
from the UppeT Pen mania 'flic present
SheriffTitnberlake, of Clay;
one of large caliber. Boom after he succeud- be yraa less ^jevere^y, wounded than wa«*^t first
A
somewhat
Hmn, up
up ,to3
to!! fmd
pud inetadtng
June 29,rf
eoniewnat singular fact
met has been
seaguii,
in
ed in .borrowing $16 from a toomeiwolent inppoeedwas Ill-fotmded ; the drainage tuba out with thirty men after
iivided
Washington gentleman.Of. this sum ho spout bus boon introducedinto the wound a distance thonght the Utter d;
roiw/ollow;'
From
EscanabaJlTJ&ao
observed
with
reference
to
the shape of
werO *
"
$10 in purchasing the. pistol with which ho of five aud one-half inches, proving that the lug for Clay oounty.
is'; from Man juef to, 5ft, ft tons;1 S*0?*0* or rfttbef« the Betting of it
tonk
attempted to kill til* President. Having. pro- original diagnosis was correct, and that
from L’Anse, 12,{)53 tons; total, HO, 101 Jthe face, so to speak. To be strictly
Immense Power.
vided himself with the pietol and with suffi- 'he ball did pass through tho lower iote of tho
a falling oft of 15,268 tons from the correct, from the artist’s point of view,
cient Ammon itlon, be began to practice with
: t
“Do you know,” said the Captain, tons—
it, firing at a board and at other marks. On
amount shipped during the same period the nose should bo accurately in the midDistrict Attorney Oorkhill yesterdayfound
“that a fathom of steel- wire rope, little
dle of tho face, and at right angles with
the missing bullet which was fired at thf Frost
of lost year.
thicker than your cane, «nd -weighing
a line from the pupil of one eye to that
dent, and about which there has been so' much
ontion of killinghim there, but ho saw that*
Another singular ruction is reported of the other* As a matter of fact, it Is
search. It appears that a German glazier who half | poimd a foot,,mil pull, as
TrPYcrae bay, aliout forty rods from rarely or never found thus placed; it is
tramps anmnd -tho.otreetsrepairing windows a hemp fqpfe half a fafe thick an
went into tho depot to get a $10 bill ing np*ld ati<J a ball a'lriot?;he
mouth of Boardman river. It was almost invariably a little out of “the
be left Before leaving, however, he noticed
changed on the morning the Prfesident
“ I have known a piece of wine*, _
witnessedby a large number of petmle. square,” and the fact of its being so fa
that the President sat by an open window was shot. He was standingin the main
said I, “ no thicker than * straw,
Gmteau examined this window, and some forty, feet ftom' where theTsoi
says ; “The commotion jttfr often that which feuds A pecufar exprescame Uo the ^ conclusion that'' he would
draw a man weighing 200 pounds the ed fifteenor twenty minutes, aha was sion and piquancy to the face. A mednd in a conthpast direction,]
shoot the Resident* from ; it ' thitugh
whole length of Broadway! M
ced to unstrttt Jtw box, Jn
sufficientto‘tMA^tplat^ qtinmfties of ical writer points out that there are anthe head «on StradAy;tho 19th of June. Hff earned glass, gnd hap gotten .one j
“ Oh, come, now I” exclaimed the ob- saw-dust and, edgings, throwing some of atomical reasons why a slight deviation
learned, however, tbit the PresidentWas about' Hhculdtiriwhen fie keafrd the noise 0
tuse Briton.
thorn ten feet into the air above the sur- from the true Central, line may be exto leave for LongBrandh ^itb Mra Garfield oh and immc(|iatply three panes fit g
Saturday.tbe.lfSh] and wont 'to the depot af- box wlere Shattered.iHe at on se r
“ Yes, sir ; it was a hair-pin.”
face of thewater. The water presented pected, and thdt the nose which ja thus
ter having practiced with his revolver that
the appearance of a boiling caldron, the accurately straight between the two eyes
the depot, thinking it was no place for sakety.
morninerhis
ig; his mind fully made up to
to di
do the
Foe Ute Hurried Hungrj.
Saturdayhe was cleaning out hisjtoS,and ffeund
edgings and other debris tumbling about may, after all, be considered, an abnormal
deed. Mrs. Garfield, as iiAkanefi pon the
Many tired men who have eaten little and ending over in a manner that was one; the only absolutely true and corPresident’s arm at fife depot looked fio vqjy
weak add
aifd pale, however, that Gmtean says
rect organ being,’ in fact, that which Urns
was the time Ine President wu shot, and during bnainess hours, and who have a truly surprising.”t1
be had
few minutes to spare before the boat or
deviates » little to the right or left* ly's office,
Lansing
Republican:
Miss
Harriet
euce, an
,ve the train ^tarte,toy, to find temporary relief E. Osburn, of Gtant, Mecosta county,
Jim W*wr«B sighed iAavily;“What’s
day? 'tie" 23d of ' UunV'the I aakasain ball; j He U|in)u it was the first shot that Broke
began to lose her appetite about three
dematter.
Jimr asked Uncle Mese, in
the glass,' but says that they were so doss tofollowed! tha. President, > jrho.
years ago, and her father informs the A sympathizing tone. «• I his made up
gether that he had aotttn* to gaf *0.
riding tHthV nisfi ion (knf tJ
A
PPP--. „• Big Rapids pioneer- Magnet that since
WmttiNGTdjf/^my fO.
Marshal I Hemy, But as the
in such an emergency the famishingand that time she hao not eaten enough to my mind to quit the, chicken business.
Ts tired being arrested, and hiring lawnot stopi the fiend was foiled that _
The Preeidentoontinuesto improve steadily. thirsty man should take a few small raw
keep a bird atyve, and for the last three yers and habm’ folks ask, ‘Whar’s pay
the evening of the 1st of July ha followed IhA
H® ate heartily such food as the physicians felt olami with red pepper, the juioe of the
months has not eaten over two ounces chickens?’ I am gwine inter a bizness
Presidentto Secretary Blaine’s rwsjdenML and
then dogged the President and SecfetaryBlainC warrantedfa permitting yesterday. He slept clami not being wasted.— Actc York Of food. Her health i* rapidly failing,
whar ITI be respected, and whar de poas thev walkad.
id from,
from tho
the Utter’usBdencu.ta
JAttor uesuunce to wen
-the day and
well ana
and rested well
wall throughout
thcanghoni -tha
__
and it is thought that she cannot live lice won't neber bodder me no moan.’*
the White .House,
ning there are no trmcee
“ What business am dai, Jim
“Gamto carry
Ugh‘Tii. be dashed,” said the water, and lpngthat evening,
y was it went over the dam. •
In regard to Northern Michigan, Oapt. bling.”
i

when the Htrnnger pulled out a revolver and
shot him. Tho conductor reeled against tho
soj.t. and attempted lo go out the rear door of
the car. when the robber fired again. Westfall

Charles B, Birektkk, of
Montcalm comity, lost two

children,
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MENDELSSOHN P1AH0

Mr. Beecher says that oue-half the hu-

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

man

family are eaters, not producers.

Speaking of immigration, he says that

Saturday, July 23, 1881.

there is no fear so long as

have the

our

WHISKEY Pictxxos

Will make, for the next 60 days only, a Grand Offer of

institutions

assimilating power, and

when

the lion eats the kid he does not turn into

Legal Advertiilng.

kid, but the latter turns into lion.

the public school they are

manded by

CTVIE 0 10

public

and the

publishers, and fur-

Mr.

ther believing that the rates estab-

Americans.

J.

:

writes

.t'f.S'fcSMS

temperanceor of commerce, but

common

of

The undersignedhereby

Marsh. Bank of Toronto, Ont.,

lished by law are equitable and just,

to

we the undersigned, publishers of

sutferer for years, I

informs

dyspepsiaseem
the public that he

have grown up with me; having been a

by

abide

to

have tried many

a

such rates, and hereby have been truly

pledge our honor, that

we

will

and

on

blessing to me,

tne historyof Piano making. Tho new patent scale Uprightsare the Finest In America. Poaltlvely
we make the finest Upright Pianos, of the richest tone and greatest durability. They are recommended by the hlgheat musical authoritiesIn the country. Over 14,000 In nse, and not on* dlaaat*
Itfltd purdkaMri Alt Pianos and Organs sent on 15 days' test trial-fr<M<frte if mtaHtfdctory.
UouTfalrtu write us before buying. Positively we offer the best asrgalns.Plano Catalogue mailed
free. Handsome Illostriatrd and Deacriptlve Piano Catalogueof CO pages mailed for 6c. stamp. Every
Piano fally warrantedfor fiyears.
Our New Style JaWee Organ In Japanese Case, called
the “ ORIENTAL." Btyle 99, is the handsomest,tastiest
and sweetest toned Parlor Organ ever offeredthe mnsical
public. It containsFIVE OOTAVE8, FIVE sets of
is and Celestina.Also r
Fifteen
Beautiful
Reeds, vis.: Meiodla, Celeste, OTauvon,Snb«basoauu
m
** Slope,
knvtm< as
•** fol*«lows, vis.: Melodia,Celeste, (a charming stop,) Oiapson, Sub-bass, Echo, Dulcet, Melodla Forte,
Celeste-Forte,Expression, Treble-Couple, Celestina,Bass-Coupler, Grand Organ, (which throws on the
entire power of the Instrument!Right Knee Stop and swell, Left Knee Stop and Swell. Height, 70 In.;
Length, 47 in.; Width, Min.; Weight, boxed, 850 lbs. The case Is of solid walnut, veneered with
choice woods, and Is of an entirely new and beantlfal design, elaboratelycarved, with panels, mnsie
closet, lamp stands, fretwork. Ac., all elegantly finished. Possessesall the latest and best improvements, with great power, depth, brilliancyand sympatheticqnallty of tone. Beantlfal eolo effects and
perfect stop action. Ueguiar retail price 8275. Our whoUtaltnet cash price to have it introduced,
with stool and book, only $87— as one organ sold sells others. Positivelyno deviation in
Priefc No payment required until you have fully tested the organ In your own home. We send all
Orgao* on 15 days teet trial and pay freightboth Ways If Instrumentis not as represented.Positively,
onr Organs contain no - Bogus
sets or Reeds, or * Dummy ” stops, as do many others. We make no
misrepresentations, and guarantee honest snd fair dealing, or no sale. Fullu warranted for 5 yean.
Other styles $85, $50, $67. $65, $70. $75. $85, etc.
34,000 gold, and
Organ luw
Yon the fnllect satisfaction. Organ Catalogue mailed tne.

NOW PREPARED

cannot speak too highly of them.”

I

Price $1.00, trial size 10 cents.

and after this

circum-

date, under no

stances, solicit, accept or publish a

to sell his

legal advertisement,at a rate less troubled with asthma Tor eleven years.

than that established by l&w, nor en- Had been obliged to sit up sometimes ten
or twelve nights in succession.Found
ter into any arrangement, or hold
immediate relief from Thomas’ Eclectric
out any inducement, in any shape or Oil, and

manner, by which

a legal advertise-

ment could find

its

The

into our able

way

to

is

publicationsat less than the

full

authoritiesat Castle Garden are un-

supply the demand

men

for

The

week

ClirrT y||Cip
uIILLI IflUulu

10 Are.

one-third price. Catalogueof 8,000 choice pieces sent for 8c. stamp. This
CatalogueIncludes most of the popular music of the day and every variety of
......
by the best authors. Address,
musical.....
composition,

Idaea/per

project for extending the Flint

•way

Wareroonu, 67th St* and

Factory and

Kiver division of the Flint and Pere Mar-

is

vci«b.iub.

Om

labor. Or-

at $9 per

remain unfilled.

statutory rate, except the printing
for the cities, the rates for which

WHISKEY

now entirely cured.

ders for one thousand

mm

JUBILEE

Short Breath.
Bortle, Manchester, N. Y., was

0.

uno
I

I

your Burdock Blood Bitters. They

I used

$245

Dili
V* II ni|
CentennialExhibition, and were unanimously recommendedfor the Highest
I IllllVwr Honors. The squares contain onr New Patent Scale, the greatest improvementIn

is

remedies, but with no lasting result until

Ottawa county, Michigan, agree

^

This Pisno will be sent on test trial. Please send reference if yon do not send money with order.
Cash sent with order will be refunded and freightcharges paid by ns both ways if Plano is not Jnst aa
represented in this Advertisement. Thousands In nss. Send for Catalogue. Every Instrumentfully
Warrantedfor five yexre.

schools.

“ Biliousness and

as

Matcnilcant ro»«wood cMetlegaotlj finished, 8 string*.7 H Octtvts,fall patent
\mJL canunto agraffes,oar new patent overstrang scale, besatlfaleanred legs and lyre,
heavy serpentine and large fancy moulding ronndcaae,full iron frame, French Grand Action, Grand
Hammers. In fact every improvement which can In any way tend to the perfection of the Instrument
has been added.

01 VLl 0

greatest needed revival is not of re-

ligion, of

the interestsof both the

all

Organs.

etrLd

$850 Square Orand Piano for only $245.

'When

Believing that a uniformity of the children of immigrants get through
charges for legal advertisingis de- The

C0~

at

MENDELSSOHN PIANO

CO., P.

O.

Box 2058, New York City.
21-8mo

to be fixed by the publishers of each quette railroad to Watertown seems to have
run up a tree

city.

It is further distinctlyunder-

stood that each and every one of

the undersigned enters into
compact in good

public ought, to look

find it has
1 shall

and

May
vio-

FORFEIT!!

Cancer Cure Depot, CostlCoatlcook. P. Q.

Canada.

TO

TbeGreatEiroDeaiRBiiieilMlr.
>

^

without the uae of the

The only permanent Cure

will

Snaciflc Meiiciaa.

Knife,

find that

Tare Ayer’s Pills for all the purposes
dishonorable, and upon the of a purgative, for constipation, indiges- go

it is

entirelyunnecessaryto

In

Consumpt’n
Insanity and

rW" Gores Swift and Certain. -Mt

Price 50 cents, trial bottles10 cents.

lation thereof, in either letter or

(Any paper can publish
this

note and paper sent

this for

au

early
grave. The

$6 per year, with
1-ly

regularly.)

SpeciflcMedi
cine is being

.

spirit, as

violator as unworthy of any further

lio-,

headache and liver complaint.

and procure it
ten8e9) and you can

get

it

used with

Store

By under fa,8e

purgatives for family use.

Love

Neighbor.
When your friend or neighbor is labor-

Orand llaven Ucrald.

JOHN

G.

TRACK

MARK

biliousness, constipalion, caused

as cheap, if not cheaper, at

News- Journal.

.

of Self

Abuse ;ae'

Sold in Hollandby D. R.

-

A

_

todc, Pain In the Back, Dimness of Vision, Premature Old Age, and many other Diseases that
lead to Insanityor Consamptionand a Premataro Grave.
{y*Fall particularsIn our pamphlet, which we
desire to send free by mail to every one. The
SpecificMedicineIs sold by all drug^st at $1 per
package, or six packages for 15. or will be sent
free by mail on receipt of the money, by ad-

Burdock Blood Bitters, a sure and safe
remedy. Price $1.00, trial size 10 cents.

ME A GALL

GIVE

Stiffs.

DOESBURG,

8.

De Hope.

The party who took the silver spoons
from the Ice Cream Parlors of E. 8.
Dangremond will do wise to return them
forthwith, whereas the party is known,

WM. BENJAMINSE,
Hollander.

MULDER.
De

i_

neys or liver, don’t fail to recommend

Holland City Newt.

L.

by

Diseases that follow ax aaeqnence,

24-2w

Coopertville Observer.

Clocks

E. 8.

DANGREMOND.

at cost price, at J. Albers. 21-tf

Mimas.

61-ly .

Men

Lecture to Young
ON THE LOSS OF

MANHOOD
A

Lsotnre as ths Faturs,Trsatnnt, sad ladles]Curt
of seminalWeakness, or Spermatorrhoea, induced
by Self- Abuse. InvolunUryEmissions,Impotcncy,
Ncrvons Debility,and Impediments to Marriage
eencrHllr; Cousumptlon,Epilepsy, and Fils; Mental and Physical Incapacity,Ac.— by ROBERT J.

dressing THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.
No. 106 Main Street, Buffalo,N. Y.
For Sale in Hollandby lleber Walsh. 52-ly

&c.

CULVEKWELL, M.

D. author of the "Green
Book,"
v. , . v.
Tne world-renownedauthor, In this admirable
ITT) VJ TTTkTT? They act like a charm on the
Zrf.land, Mich., July 18, 1881.
JN Lib V 11N
Urinary Organs, Kidneysand
Lecture,clearly provss from hia own expertjwt j
Liver, restoringlost vigor, ience that the awinl consequencesof Self-Abuse
XMJjIjo. and curing nervous debility, may be effectuallyremoved without dangerous sur$1 rpe box, or 6 for $5; sent sealed by mail. Lagical operations, bougies, Instrnmenls, rings, or
di s’ Rubber Fonnuln Syringe, 12. by mall, sealed;
cordials; pointing ont s mode of cure at once cerl o all kinds Rubber Goods for Ladies and Gentletain and effectual, by which every sufferer, no matmen, a book on Lo»t Manhood Regained,cause ter what his condition may be, may cure himself
and cure, 10c. to pay postage. Dr. JAMES, 204 cheaply, privatelyand radically.
This Lecture will prove a boon to thousands
Washington Street Chisago
41-1v
snd thousands.
Sent under seal, in s plain envelope, to any address on receiptof six cents or two postage stamps.
rebuildingour new shop we have purchased
WE HAVE ALSO A SURE OUffE FOR TAPE
entirely new
WORM. Address

.

L

q

mcEisrix

Orondicet. and exposurewill follow if not returned.

WILL. G. BARNES,

BROUWERa

them and

BuffsIo.N.Y.

torrhea, Impotency, and all

Store.

purity of blood or disordersof the kid-

DOESBURG,

De

Drug

IIHBTAIIRM"SS3:Aft« lakh*

Ottawa County Courier.

C.

place than in any

for

get fullpartlcnlars.
Price, Speclfic,$l per package, or six packages
for $5." Address all orders to
J. B. SIMPSON MEDICINE CO.,

im-

HIRAM POTTS,
J.

my

Tho Great Kn-TRADE M,

giish Remedy,
an unfailingcore
for seminal weak
ness, Sperms-

ing under bodily affliction,indigestion,

LEE,

Orand Haven

Yew

wonderfulsuccess.
Pampheltssent free toall. Write

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.

18, 1881.

KEDZIE & KEDZIE,

OTTO

a Drug

universal accord, they are the best of all

confidence or trust.

Dated, July

to

Slmpaoi’a

B.

positive cure for Spermatorrhsa,Seminal
Weakness, Impotencv, and all dlseasea resulting
from Self-Abuse, as Mental Anxiety, Loss ol Memory. Pains In
Back or Side
and diseases
that lead to

the world. For particulais enclose two 8 cent sumps to
8. C. SMITH, Coatlcook, P. Q., Canada.

By purchasing from me you

J,

\

Ranger cureH
^0

96 Main 8t. Buffalo.

NERVOUS SUFFERERS.

It Is a

constipation,

done me a great deal of
recommend it to my friends.

24th.

Immix
flra

THAU EVEH.

as Fail.

HENRY BERTOLETTI,

and the

upon any

$1,000

dyspepsia,headache,

equal good faith on the part of every good.
will,

it.

“ I have used your Spring Blossom for

this

faith, expecting

we

pulled the tree after

No inch Word

and

other one, and that

and

—Detroit Newt.

Planing Mill

HI.

QTARTLINC

" A Pennsylvania paper says that the
Fine smoking and chewing tobaccos
hemlock lands of the United States are
In
on hand at tho novelty store of
now chiefly lonnd in the counties of SulE. 8. DANGREMOND.
LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.
livan, Lycoming, Tioga, Poller, Warren,
Machineryof the mott Approved Pattcme,
A vkUm of youthful Unmdsnos causing Prems*
Elk, Cameron and Forest in that state, and i At the Jewelry 8tore of Mr j Alber8t
Deny. Nervoos Denuty. Loat Manhood, ate.,
And we are confident we can satisfy all who tan
having triad in vain ovary Known remedy, has di»are everyday growing more valuable on you c#n Qow get clock!|plated8llverware|
want
covmd a simple aelf cure, which he will aeod FBKl
Mlow-suffcren, addreaa J. H. REEVES,
mint of
ol
account
of the
the Increased
increasedvalue
vmue of
oi hem.
nem* jewejry an(j spectacles,at
cost price. Now I
M&tchilUT to43 hieChatham
MU, It. Y.
lock lumber and bark. Hemlock tanned jg
to
21-tf I
lYldalLUlUg,
Mr
leather is now commanding a good price

o

24-tf

I

.

|

in

the market, taking the place

In

^.

.

many

WE HAVE

of

ZDIRIT

STEAMER

of

now in operation !q

the hemlock bark. At (he comparatively

low

rates

A

Fanny Shriver

at which these lands are held,

DRYING OF DUMB HR WK SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
DOORS, BASH AND BLINDS,

Will make

Or anythingIn oar line manufactured on short

n0t*MT

capitalists than in the purchase of these

do not, however, wish to see

these lands pass into the hands of those

who will hold them for speculation, but
we want to see them owned by parties
who will go on and erect tanneries and
develop them. If this course is pursued,
a

TWO TRIPS DAILY

BLACK LAKE.

OTHBE.

our people will reap the advantagesfrom

manufacturing in their midst. The erection ot taoneriea should be supplemented

by the establishmentof boot and shoe
manufactories near where the leather is
it to

EX CUE

S

accruing from the employment of

SPECIALLY CONTRACTED FOR.

OAPT.

P.

writer bits the nail on tbe

head exactly. To get tbe full benefit of
our two large tanneries we ought to have

iTTiises.

ett.p- does
Ana. all
.11 kinds
kind, of sheet metal
and steam fitter;
work to order, or repairing.Also driven Wells
pnt down, and old pnmps repaired. Stoves re

pro- JireJtoreoU.^!^eyn^Houlffil^Mlch. ° H£-tf

Cures

PFAN8TIEHL.

w

Holland,Mich.

transformingthe leather into a merchan

[The above

CURES PILES AND BURNS.
CURES PILES AND BURNS.
CURES PILES AND BURNS.

prietor

labor necessary to carry on the business ot

table commodity.”

Will not only save money bn t valuable time In the
future by attendingthe Grand Rapids Boslnesa
College, where they will receive a thorough, quickr
eninq, practical education.Send for College

lONS^^iS!
I

For rates.oraccommodations address the
fits

A VAN ARK.

Journal.

xemote

point* and giving other localities the bene-

WERKMAN

YOUNG MEN

To the harbor of

great industry will be developed, and

tanned, instead of shipping

8-lr

KILIT

by

We

;

STEAM

no better investment can possibly be made
lands.

The Culverwell JCedical Co.,
New York. N. Y. Post-Officebox. 4581.

AND TUI

the

countiesnamed will consume nearly all

St,

Re-Sawing Done.

tanning, in less than thirty years the tanneries that are

H Ann

PlQT^np•
riamil&>

purehase.

instances of oak-tanned. Fortunate is he

who is the possessor of a good tract
hemlock lands. At the present rile

DISCOVERY!

b» »S2rar
CWi Silua
Mi
nUItiIj
Mortgage Sale. |
15 or

fit

of

^1,

0|| I,

eItruM from ,

all

DraggUta,

l-mise;
50 cents and

11.00.

Oil

1881. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1881.

peculiar ipecle. of

a boot and shoe manufactory in this city

-O,
...

j

.

Dim. u/ m vuuuuu. 4 nc.l
..... Its cure# were so numerous

so —
aoomlwglT
mlnteulosu, that
ninth, 1877, In Liber 8, of mortgages, pogj pn 1 and mamy
--- 4
the remedy was offlclallvproclaimed over the raJul,
ll.-Th.
>«
.. „ .
a one hnnnred rtxty roar aoiiars
hoards of directors of the Colombui and andnosnitor proceedinghaving been
Toledo, Columbus md Hocking V.II v. |
and Ohio and West Virginia railroad*,
Only Imported by HATL0:S * 00.,
elected by tba Clevelandayndlcate, met
____ _____ _________________Sola f gents for America. 7 Day St., New lock.
here to dej end cmu.Ud.ted,the
SHH
Its virtues are unquestionable
and its curative
•e in
lines, which Will probably be known aa I Court House
In the Olty
City of Grand Haven, on character abeolute. aa the writer can personally
Ootobor third, 1881. at one o'clock, alter- testify, both from experience and observaiion.
the Colombo*, Hocking Valley and noon, to pay the eum due on aald mortgage, with Among the many readers of the Review In one
part and another of tbe country, It is probable that
Toledo ndlrobd. Tfie stockholder* In Interestand coats.
d umbers am afflicted with deafness, and to anch it
D«rf,,r.ir«nM<giBTlim
may be aald: " Write at once to Harlock A Co., 7
the road* will meet here on Aug. 2, to
Dey Street, New York, enclosing $1, and you will
J. C. Poar,
J8-l*w
confirm the action of the director*.
receiveby return mall a remedy that will enable

Colombo.,

,

toiM

cS

,

Attorney.

Over $6,000,000 of slock ha* been taken
_

up.

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

a

.
three

___

«v tke Sm( saS futMt

jMkan4BMM. Mms

NiUomJ fikinh'a Ce.. Ckkuo.

ill.

yon to hear like anybody else, and whose curative

r

Go to D. R. MBKNOS for Mrs Free nun’s New National Dyes. For brightneasand durability
color they are uneqaaled. Color 8 to 5 lbs., price *5 eonta.

^artUtlw oaly Aliohts

f

- I
^

Sold by

-MILLION!

EARS

db
CTitsPRICE

Flowers, Laces, Beaded & Silk Fringes
JACKETS, CIRCULARS AND DOLMAFS,

FANS

&

PARASOLS

IN

GREAT VARIETY-

- Bilk* Satin* in all desirable Color*, Crape, Glove*, Hosiery,
Germantown Yarn, Wooeted, Caova*, Embroidery,

aiEK

A.NI>

ZXAXR QOO EB.

VAN DEN SERGE,

L. & S.
EiaHTH STREET •

•

Camping out

lattittgs.
We

near the harbor,

is

The new

all the

twice as good this season than it has ever will

Mb. J. M. Doesborg,of Detroit,is home
on

GREAT SALE OF

West

Rev. Wm. Yokum, of Port Huron,
preach Sabbath morning at the

Fishing in Black Lake is more than

have struck another wet spell.

&

depot for the Chi.

Mich. R. R., will be occupiednext week.

rage.

BlackSilksS Black Cashmeres

Methodist Church.

been before.

At Prices that must insure the entire clearing out of

a visit.

The Mohawk
Mr.

Jos. Filter, wife and three children,

of Milwaukee, are sojourningin the

The steamer Fanny

Mayor

Club of Grand Rapids,

Stekete*, of Grand Rapids and

arrived here on Thursday to try their luck Mr. D. J. Doornick, are

city.

at Ashing and

Shriver is kept busy

is

We
I

an easy obligation; but

think the

first

virtue 1) to restrainthe

carrying pleasure partiesto and from tbe

not to speak ill requires only our silence, tongue; he approaches nearest to tbe gods

harbor.

which

Messrs.

J. G.

Vau

costs us

who knows how

nothing.— TVftofson.

pleasure trip to Chicago.

to

be

silent, even

Columbia Fire Co. No. 2, went on a
on a
picnic to tbe harbor of Black Lake on
Wednesday, but they got a little wet, we

Rkv. and Mrs. D. Van Pelt, started on
a trip to New York on Wednesday last
They expect to be gone about six weeks.

We

jumping toothache that knows
make

the time being

List of letters remaining in the post- ever loved

man

a

it

its

than

The

-

county,

to

Sitting Bull and two hundred follow-

The army-worm

Buford at noon on

Wednesday, and were placed

in

over tbe State of

compart-

-

ments at the post. The famous chieftain

-

is sullen and insolent.

last year.

Is rapidly extending

Illinois,

and in many

in this city

for

less

Fine all wool Cashmeres 50c, former price 65c.
Extra fine and heavy 60o, cheap for 75c.
46 inches wide 75c, worth $1.00.
Extra heavy 46-inch 90c, former price $1.25.
A* these prices are special and will not last long ladle* would do well to give
id secure a bargain before they are all sold.
an early examinationand

them

affluent.

started. Reitz Bros, have
ly

at $1.60 that

BLACK CASHMERES.

T.

prospect of 15,000

which produced 85,000 bushels

Black Silk

$2.00.

Boring for salt at Man'iHtec continues.
The well of Michael Englemen is down
peaches in Ganges township, 650 feet, and two ether wells have been

and reporU a

bushels of

their previous experience at Petoskey.

ers surrendered at Fort

-

indulgedin by the very

has visited tbe western part of Allegan

pleased with the locality of their camp,
at the harbor, that they prefened it

editor of the Schoolcraft Courier

sell a

can for

office at Holland, Mich., July 21, 1881:

ladies were so well

worth $1.50.
cannot bo bought

offer one line at $1.25,

forget that he

The ordinanceagainst profane swearThe job of graveling Fish street has
James Ryan, Dige Angel, E. K. Banett, ing is so rigidly enforced at Avon, III.,
been let to Mr. James Ryder & A.
Geo. Banister.
that a plain “damn” is a luxuiy which
McDonald, and we hope now to see the
Wm. Verbeek, P. M.
costs $3, while fancy oaths can only be
The Grand Rapids

at $1.00 that cannot be matched

American Silk at $1.10, sold everywhere else at $1.35
offer several pieces of extra fine Cashmere finish at $1.10, cheap

We
We

at all.

street beautifiedin a burry.

Silk

for $1.35.

business and strictly attends to

believe.

heavy Gros Grain

will sell

We

though

It is said that love conquers all things,
but a

offer extra

for less than $1.25.

he is in the right.— (7afo.

Putlen, C. Nijland

and Ed. Frik, of Grand Rapids, are

the whole Line in a very short time.

at the

harbor of Black Lake.

camping.

A good word

camped

WURZBURG.
CANAL BRONSON

W.

COR-

STS.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Sc

their block near-

completed,and expect to be manufac-

Open every eveningwith 4 Electric Light*, miking onr .tore In the eveningm llghtaidijr.
Agency of the celebrated perfectfitting Domestic Paper Fa.hlon*.
nr- Alv person baying material amounting to $8 or upward, will receive a pattern free of

live

turing salt by tbe last of July.

places many farmers are cutting their crops
in

The shoemaker of whom Walters ordered a pair of heavy shoes, with a halfSycamore, III., was pound copper toe on the right one, at

advance of their ripening.

forty acres of oats at

A

field of

Supervisor John Steketee and son of ravaged in forty-eighthours.
Grand Rapids, came down one day last
President Garfield is making excellent
week to test Black Lake for fishing, and
progress
toward recovery. He has lost
in a few hours they landed with 80 pounds

STEKETEES

Lodi, N. Y., wondered what was the purpose of the strange coutrivnnce, until be
heard of Miss Walters’s beau being Irightfully kicked out of the house.

pickerels and about 40 fine black bass. about thirty pounds since the attempt on
They say it beats anything they ever saw. his life. A large force of men is putting

—3

Neuralgia Drops,

“ Is your wife a Democrat or a Repuband it is hoped lican?” asked one Rockland citizen of
Messrs. Becker «& Beukema, proprietors that the president can take a sea trip by another in a store this morning. "She’s
of the City Mills, have purchased a new August 15.
neither,” was the prompt response, and
and more powerful engine for their mill.
then glancing cautiously around and sinkTrk work of locking up the lake with ing his voice to a hoarse whisper he ex
This was deemed necessary to supply the
wants of the machinery which will bo the new breakwater at Chicago, is being plained,“she's a Home Ruler.”— /fotA;brought into use in the new addition energetically pushed forward under the land Courier.

the Tallapoosa in order,

--

direction of Maj. Lydecker, U. 8. A., the

which they are building.
wharf, where some of the

drinking bar in any place not visible

ment work. The third crib was sunk on
in a very
Wednesday last, being tbe second one of
dangerous condition. Either a new walk
one hundred feet dimensions put down
ought to be constructedover it, or it
during the present month. Tbe engineers
ought to be taken away entirely.If it
in charge of the work expect to make
remains thi* way, somebody will get hurt,
twenty five hundred feel during the presand that would put a serious damper on

a

the whole excursion business.

tube removed to front rooms, and win-

boats land, with strange^ is

from

Sietse

Van der Wal, residing a

couple of miles east of this city, fell into a
cradle

on Monday

last,

and cut his right

leg that bad under the knee cap, that he
will likely have

a stiff leg for the

remain

a public street,

and screens

or other

well as any arrangement of bottles and
casks to effect tbe same purpose. This
law is now strictly enforced in Boston,
where, in many instances, the bars have

list

of grades which he brings home daily

tells of a deplorable

the law has not lessened the sales at

apathy on his part. At

Fifteen days ago he came home No.

“That

is,

you are the last.” “A week

27.

first

there

was a

of our army,

slight hesitancy on

named

Beauvais, 92 years of

he

lating railway accidents for the purpose of

extorting money. His system wan to lean

freely surrender them rather than see the

on the door of a compartment, not proper-

Union dissolved,aud yet took up arms for

ly closed

the cause be himself had

and

legal

and

slave in the country he

pronouncedil

to

or partially opened by himself,

pretend that his

ruinous, because his relatives by falling, or

and friends were involved

A

if

leg was sprained

by being pulled in

by his

fellow passengers. He would undergo an

in it.”

meeting has been called of

the

Michigan railroad to be held iu Muskegon
on the 29ih day of Sept. 1881.

In

connec-

tion with this a meeting of the stockholders of the Grand

the chance

Tamers.

for

Our popular wagon manufacturer

Kec. 21-7-14.$1,9 0.

in twelve

_

2

Offers bi* superiormade wagnna juat a* cheap
a* anybody eelis ibcDi iu Zvelaud, and claims that
they are a

Jewelry, Watches,

Better wagon in every

H.

Gall

of Chicago, an

Reynolds,

Maartjc Hulzenga and wlfetoAlvert Oo*ienl"h,
S X lot 1. blk 7 U. T. & U. Add., Spring Luke. mechanic, who will

$70.

days.

Haven railroadbus

FUEMAN

J.

W

W

$250.

He practised this trick five times

expert

do the repairingof
watches, so that our work can be war-

way

and Examine.

Also keeps on hand s line of

ranted.

Mrs. Ann Eliza Young, the escaped
mormon, is engaged to lecture at Lyceum
Is to effect the consolidation of the Chicago
Hall, Tuesday evening,August 9. Of her
& West Michigan, the Big Rapids Neway- the Chicago Times says: Mrs. Ann Eliza
go & Luke Shore & the Grand Haven rail- Young lectured in the Wabash Methodist
road into a company to be known as the Church, lost evening, before a large and
Chicago & West Michigan R. R. company. intelligent audience. Her subject was
—AlUgan Democrat. * . t
"In and out of Utah," and was a review
of her life, while In Salt Lake City, as
object of these meetings

.

The

is

-Dealer in-

WillardC. She'doo and wife by C. C. O. to Dwight
Cutler,lot 247, with Bath House. $1,562.
simulate great pain, and be awarded per- John A. Legget and wife to Cherle* K. Baxter, lot
11, blk 6 Lc^et * Add. Grand Haven. $5.1.
SilTirnrs, PhUttH, mi Fucy Cooii,
haps GO or 100 francs compensalion,while John Urabou and wile to George Mill* part Barber's Ueseivo in Burbous Add., Spring Lake.
I have engaged the services of Mr. N.
the guard would be fined for negligence.

been called the same day at the city of

Holland. The

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Otto Breyman Now

and 8. blk. 15. Akeley Add. part loi 2, b!k 25 M
and II Add., Grand Haven. $1, *).
Ralph
Uilpn C.
V. Hniiaiu
Brittain and wile
wife to jon-pn
Joseph Kie
Klein S E ^
i. $li0
$ii0 •.
1.
of lot 237, city of Grand Haven.
John
ohn Sipe*
Sipe* and wife to Wm. T. Carpenter,
CarpcnH 8 fr %
N W M. Sec. 18.-9-13. $2,500.
Relnd«r Temple and wife to williamVan Lor. 8 x
loi 6. blk 20 M&H Add.. Qra> d Haven. $tOU
Coenraad llofmnn to Elizabeth Nlbbulink, W >£
lot 8. 1)1 k 37. Holland. $85 >.
Horace Chrlatma* to CharlesChria'ma*,
N
S K * N W * and N W * 8 W X, bee.
•21-1-14. $!M).
Cbarle* Chi talmas and wife lo Alfred W. Bennett,
W Vi N W X, S E X N W *, N W * 8 W X,

examinationby the company's doctor,

stockholders of the Chicago & West

St.,

89 Monroe

Proprietor.

7

A bailor

would

owned every

GEO. G. STEKETEE, Sole

Inter

that he was utterly opposed to secession- age, has been convicted in Paris of simu-

regarded it as anarchy— and said

FOR SALE BY ALL ERTJOOISTS.

the part o! some drinkers, but that quick-

him No. 29. “Now,”

note, when my father, at Lincoln’s request,

him the command

Price BOc per bottle.

all.

said Real Estate Transfers in Ottawa
According to the Washington Republican tbe father, “this is too much. How can
County.
Mr. Montgomery Blair says in a recent you be the 29th when there are only 27? ”
letter to a Missouri friend: “Lee told my ‘‘It’s very easy,” said the boy, “two new For the week ending July 20, 1881.
father in the room in which I write this ones have come.”— Figaro.
Edwin Baxter and wife -o John Calllrier,lot*
the list made

offered

I* the only *ure cure for the dc'trnctlon of the
Pin Worm, and Italao take* the Stomach and Tape
Worm. No phy*lc 1* nece.Bary.Price, only ‘.’S
cent* per bottle. For aale by all Durgglsi*.Beware of couuterfelta.

Friend S. has a son who is not pre- dows cut through the walls. The Retailer,
cisely a studious and working boy. The speaking for the liquor trade, says that

"Then you are 27th in your division?” ly passed away, and the general result is
der oi his life. Dr. F. J. Schoutcu was
says his father. “Yes.” “And how to make the tratlicmore open, and recalled to assist the unfortunateman, and
many are you inhll?” “Twenty-seven.” spectable.
is dolug everything for him within his
power.

providing It I* used according to direction.

obstruction to tbe view are prohibited, as

ent year.

Mr.

NEURALGIA,

It is unlawful in Massachusettsto keep

engineer in charge of the harbor improve-

Central

The only medicine* u*cd without turning the
atomach wrong aide out. I warrant the cure of

Quite a large party of ladies and gentlemen from Grand Rapids have been All the. Goods are warranted
camped out in the grove near the harbor
to be just as represented.

II

AND

of Black Lake for the past three weeks,

I will

and a lew days ago we had occasion to go

down with

Captain Pfanstiehl, on his

steamer, and look up the giounds aud
party, among

whom we

SPECTACLES

schooner Joses wfis run into o

BWes.

°Pen and T°P

AUG AGENT FOR

—and a—

found some old

army friends. The p*rty consistedof—

a1*u keep ou baud a ruIlMIue of

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS. BATH PLATFORM SPRING WAGON

Mr. C. II. Soutbwlck,wife and two
one of the Mormons, and a history of her
I have, and intend m keep on hand a
Sunday morning last, in Chicago harbor
!5
daughters;
Capt. H. N. Moore, wife and superior lot of MUSICAL INSTRUescape from the bondage of Mormonism
between Wells and Lake street bridges, by
and Polygamy. She is a prepossessing three children; Mr. ('has. H. Deane and MENTS, such as Violins,Guitars, Bangos,
the wteam barge John B. Lyons. The
Accordejus,etc., etc.
and intelligentlady, yet several years on wile and Miss Cora Cady; Mr. Chas. B.
Come and examine our stock. No
Joaea lost her bowsprit and jibboom, some
Judd,
wife
and
daughter
and
Miss
Ada
the bright side of forty, a good speaker,
trouble to show Goods.
staunches; bursted her plankshear,and
Thayer, of Flint; Ceo. H. White, wife
O. BREYMAN.
with a clear, emphatic style, and she succarried away her headgear. The damage
and
daughter;
C.
D.
Spaulding
and
wife;
Holland,
Mich
, Jan. 1, 1881. <
48-ly
ceeded in keeping her audience interested
Is estimated at about $500, which the
Miss Mary Reynolds,Miss Anna Hopkins,
from first to lost.
IN THE NEW
ateam barge will have to pay. Part of the
MUs Jenny Cady; Mrs. A. King and Miss
crew have been paid off, while she is beThe supervisor of the Township of Hol- Belle Judd; Capt. H. W. Calkins, Dep.
ing repaired, and some of them are borne
land— W.^Dickema, and Mr. F. Plasman, Sheriff Walter Gee and Peter Doran.

WORKS.
J.

FLIEMAN,
Holland, Mich.

14-tf
A fine assortmentof

all

kinds of

•

Dress Goods.

.

on a

visit.

farmers of many years standing, are out
-

Later — While

They

all expressed themselves highly

have exper- pleased, and hoped to repeat it at a future
ienced with the superphosphatewhich Mr. time. We hereby teoder them our thanks
and took out her foremast on Wednesday I
Win. Melis has introduced here. Al- for the kind reception, and hope they may
July
'
though the trials have noL been as suc- live to make many more excursions down

20th.

GROCERY SHAWLS,
~^AND—'—

tbe schooner Joses was

.

'

Soldiers' Reunion.— The soldier*

re-

cessful as they might have been, owing to

Black Lake. We are under great obliga-

DRY GOODS STORE
C.

union to come off it fiaugaluck, Aug. 16 tbe terrible storm of last fall, tbe result is tion to Capt. Gee, U. S. Government inend 17 promises to be e grand affair. very satisfactoryto them, in those local- spector, for a splendid reception and kind-

damage. They ly showing us around and explainingto
diers’ to the camping place free of charge, declare it to be an advantage of 25 per us the many features of the work, which
end If the weather Is favorable there will cent.— which is no small item. It thus is now being done by the Government.
also be boats at Holland for tbe same pur- becomes verifiedafter repeated trials that In a few weeks we hope to be able to lay
pose. Tbe people of Saugatock will do with this manure— superphosphate—all before the eyes of-our readers a perfect
all in their power lo( make the soldiers the poor, or light lands, surroundingthe plat of our harbor, showing the depth of
feel they are at home. We understand city can be farmed to good advantage. water from inside deep water to deep
they (the citisens) have been instrumental This manure is easily applied and will water outside. Truly our harbor proper,
in engaging boats for the soldiers to start clover anywhere, and it is held as a as well as the attractions around it, seem
excurae With out into tbe lake or up the maxim, that wherever clover is started the to be booming ( Let us, citizena of Holriver. Col. L. S. Tiowbridge, a gallant soil can be enriched to any degree. There- land, see to if, that we keep the ball
Union soldier, will tell the boys what fore lt behooves every one of us— citizens rolling,and strike tbe iron while it is hot.
glorious deeds they accomplished,and of Hollsod— to induce our neighborsto Without tbe slightest doubt a suitable
how well the country bolds them in try this superphosphate,and thus build up pleasure resort at the harbor would throw
more money In town than a factory
reverence.— AUepan Democrat.
our'neigbbors and ourselves.

Boats will be at Richmond to carry

A large assortment of

>8/ with a card stating what they

lying in Ogden Caoal a squall came along/

sol-

ities where the gale did no

1

-A full line of-

STEKETEE

on

tbe corner

&

BOS,

SILKS

AND

R/IBBONS.
A full line of Hosiery, Skirts and • nloe assonmeut of white shirt*, etc.

of River & Ninth Sta.

Can now be found, not alone a complete stock
of Grocerlo*.— alway* of the Freabeatand Pure*!,
but al*o all kluda of Farmera Produce,Provlaiona,
Etc., Etc.

Afullllneof—

—

BOOTS

aad

SHOES

Alao a very large and aaaorted atock of

DRY GOODS
Which wc Intend to keep a* completeaapoaM.
hie

embracingall the

lateat

We have

excellent TEA for 25 cent* per

pound and upward.

Eastern Salt at Bottom Prices.

and heat made fabrica
A

fall

line of

CANNED GOODS.
a

Crockery, Stone & Glassware.
FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.

.

;c

STEKETEE A

Hollaid, Sept. 80th, 1100.

BOB.

PICKLES and

completelino of

GROCERIES
Alwaya on band at
P. 4 A. STEKETEE.
Holland. May-

18th, 1881.

«onr HOVE TO-DAY.
’ ' — —

gy that ever made a lad’s heart as light
as a balloon, I tramped along here in my
Uy bQBlnpss on tbe Jury-idone-the quIfeMta’ ild search for the ‘gold diggings.' My
I’re waichM^the lawyer* riflit and left, *04 fir* ambition was higher tliatt those buttes
my Tcrdicitrue;
yondef by ^hpuaands of feet, and the top
I stuck eo long unto my chelr, I thougktI wouo
was to be capped by solid gold,” pointgrow
And if I do not knew mymlf, tbey'll get there ing as he spoko to the three singular and
isolated peaks we were just then passing,
But now the court’s sdjourned, for good, and Pre
known as the Marysville Buttes, whose
I’m looeofU Ust/ked, thank the Lord, Pm going volcanic heif^hfclooked as inaccessible to
home to-day.
us as their peaks seemed brown and bar['re smpehow Ht uneKSy like, elOce the ftrftday I
.... '
.
raiue down
,
appears to me,” said Ruth, measIt Is an .awkward to play the gentleman In
uring the most precipitous sides of those
town;
A »d tli s ’ere Sunday suit of mine on Sunday rightly lofty and mysterious hills, “that when a
S'*ts;
man aspires to touch the sky he would
(lot wnv i I wear the stuff a week, It somehow galls
want a higher guerdon than mere gold,
rd frets. 'I’i i ’ll. II' J •''!
Cd rmhfr wear my homespun rig of pepper salt and not, however, that I hohl the metal iu

•
•
in; ...
; .

‘

'

.

ren.
%

•

/

Ml

contempt/’

I’il live It oft in half a jiff

my

no doubt

wife looked ouV as well apany

one—
As

wi

ll

as

any woman could—

to see that

thing*were

done;
For timuiih Melinda,when I’m there, won’t act he*
foot

outdoors

.>-

•

She’s very careful, when I’m gone, to tend to all the
But noihtng'proajWrshalf sowel! when I gooff to

And

For

.

put tilings into shape, when I get

1 wfll

wHm

And

home

offense;

f Sufd was nmighi whereatshe ought to

,

-take
She was always quick at words and ready to

commence,
Bui then she’s
one

to give

first

hvrsiy;
And she will meet me with a

_

to-day,

_____

.

v

a

up when she has had

when I
_____ ____

kiss

go

home

M y lillleboy- Pll give ’em leave to match him, if
they can;
It’s fun lo see him strut about, and try to lie a man;
The gameA, checiieA, l(tUe chap you’ll ever want
10 sot!
And then they laugh, because 1 think the child resembles me.
Ihe littleroguel he goes for me, like robbers for
their

;

prey; *

r

“I bad, madame, and that was the
whole matter. I was desperately in
love — that was a; solemn fact, expressed
in as few words as possible— and I believe that she loved me, but the top of
Mfc. Shaeta was not more unattainable
to me than Jennie. Her father, an old
Philadelphia druggist,had money, and
I had none.r Ho was as. m-oud as Lucif&r/ojlcl as amttfitous for Els daughter as
ho. wAs proud'.' I felt.thafiJ could ‘move
a mountain,’if I could find a mountain
to move; so Jennie and I said good-bye
one afternoon under an old oak in Fairmount Park, and iu the very depths of
my heart I believed that she would
be true to
It was not a> severe seven days’ ride iu a palace car
from New York to Sau Francisco iu
those days, and the tall, 'slender, hungry,
penniless dad who trumped along here
twenty-nine yefirs ago.' seeking his fortune like another Dick Whittington,
was a weary and homesick one as well.”

me.

“By

‘here,’

which you have

twice

home used, do you mean this veritable Valley
• « ttxMir.
of the Sacramento?” said Ruth.
My Httle gfrl— 1 can't contrifahow it should happen
“The very same. My objectivepoint
thus—
was a place now famous in the annals of
That God should pick that sweet bouquet and fling
that period, called ‘Bidwell’s Bar,’ on
it down to ns!
My wife, she says that handsomeface will some day account of a rich bar in the Feather
make a stir:
And then I laugh, because she thinks the child re- River, full of golden sand, which was
sembles her.
discovered by General Bidwell. The
She'll meet me half way down the hill, sad kiss me
place was many miles from me; the
any way;
And light my heart up with her smiles, when I go country was thinly settled; I did not
home to-day;
know a soul (for even tramps were scarce
in those early days), and so my courage
If there's a heaven upon the earth, a fellowknows It
when
and my legs gave out together. Pulling
He’s been away from home a week, and then gets
off my boots about 5 o’clock one sultry
home agnin
If there’sa heaven above the earth, there often, I’ll day, I bared my blistered feet to the
be bonnd,
cool evening breeze, and, creeping into
Some homesick fellow meets his folks, and hugs 'em
He'll turn my pockets inside out, when I get
(,

;

all around.
But let my cieed be wrlght or wrong, or be

a olhmp of young manzanitas, fell

It

as

it

may,
tty heaven’s just ahead of me -I’m going home today.

-Will CvleUn, in "Farm BaUait."

THE CONDUCTOR’S STORY.
AN EP1MODK OF

H.DWftXl'A

BAD

[Argonaut ]

lie

understood every word

I was writ-

called him oil’; but lie was as deaf a^ a
rock to my voice. Seizing the candle, I
hurried to the spot, around which lay a
half bushel of grave? which he had loos-

hand.”

,

>

He paused.
“Yours? Sir, I hope you did not
claim it,” said the practical collocu-

tor.
'

,

.

“I did, and the hand which wore it,
just as I originally intended.’.’i Nor did
Alexander,in his hours of conquest, ever
smile a more serene approval of himtfelf

\

than our conductor- at this

story.

A SAFt AND SUAE
,

one upon that hillside. Fritz had found
a lode (thanks to the gopher), and I
thereby had found a fortune. As soon

•

possible I

had the

gold

'* Neuralgia,

Cramps,

tale?” fiitkT RifiH, the truth loving.

Roy, the Roy who. had

CliDlura,

caressed by Jennie before his

Dysentery.

Sprains

ANp

after.

Burns

AND
Scalds,

and see my wife. Queer, isn’t it
that I should have introduced this hit
of private history upon you ? But the

“No; nor even received a line of ac-

here; to wind up with the chime of w edding bolls and a ‘beautiful Rachel’ us

Ruth, wasn’t

it

'

Bruises,

Tootbacha

off a bit

little episode,

did you?”

1

Diarrhoea,

AND
Headache,

of

it.”

“And

REMEDY FOR

Rheumatism,

.

‘‘But the conduct .of Fritz, and the
lady’s silence, and. all the queer concomitants which (cxi§t only in fiction— how
do yon reconcile them with an oW’r true

truth is—. Yes— coming! I’ll bo with
you again; ladies.”
that precious stone wrought into a riug
A bmkeman beckoned him inside, and
of my own designing— all of it, at least,
wo had seen the last of our handsome
but the contents of one blunt corner,
conductor.
which, iu its native roughness, 1 had
The evening shadows had begun to
mounted as a brooch. Sending these to lengthen.
Jennie, I—”
The setting snn had turned the vast
“An act of great generosity, sir, I plain of the SacramentoValley into a
think,” interrupted Ruth with a laughing “field of the cloth of gold,” and the disglint in her eve. “One would have tant peaks of the Sierras, clad in eternal
thought you’d have preserved such a snows, hut now rose-tinted and glowing,
jfiece of rare good fortune os a memorial
seemed to cleave the azure above them
and stone."
as with a wedge of burnished silver. It
“You anticipate me, madam. It was was starlight when we reached the end
as a memorial that I sent my first bit of of our car-ride and were registered for
treasure, but I expected to get it back
the night.
agaiu within two years, and the girl with
“The conductor’s story was a pleasant

as

A

stage of the

IB

SALE BY ALL DBUtiUISTS.

HOSIETTEIIV

? Do you

believe it all happened ?” I asked, as I
leaned from my pillow to hor s to leave
a good- night kiss ou

her round cheek.
“I like Fritz,” was the sleepy answer.
“There-’s an instinct about some dogs
that the half of mankind can neither
appreciate nor maintain. I trust a
whom a good dog loves."

mau

A Norwegian Village

Vossevangen is a little farming hamlet
we speedily entered into a sort of dumb
compact to trudge oh together. I found my reward for faithful serving; but I had on the west shore of a beautiful lake.
that the poor fellow (I never could call scarcely arrived when I heard, incident- The region is one of the best agriculhim a brute) hail a sore knee, inflamed ally, that Jennie had gone with her tural districts in Western Norway; the
and bleeding. I tore a strip off from my father to Europe, nor left no sign that “Voss” farmers are held to be fortunate
and well-to-do.and their butter and
last handkerchiefto bind it up, and, in she ever remembered me.”
“You certainlydid not let that fact cheese always bring high prices in marplace of the Gpod Samaritan’scal and
wine, gave him my last scrap of cold dampen the ardor of your pursuit?'' ket.
As we drove into the village we met
bacon. It is . strange,but forlorn as I queried Ruth; “you 'followedher, of
^
the peasants going home from church;
was in those days, I recall them with a course.”
Ruth is the most unconventional of tender pleasure almost unaccountable.
“I did no such thing, madam. I re- the women in short green or black
womfen. She travels as she does every If I had been raised a Brahmin I would turned to San Francisco, and plunged ; gowns, with gay jackets and white handthing else, with whole-souled earnest- have believed that some immortal spirit into the excitementof gold hunting with kerchiefs made into a flying buttress
ness, and finds bread where most people of unfailingcheerfulnessand unending a recklessnesssthat a woman ca"n not sort of head-dress on their head; the
could gather only stones. Thus, recentand l lost men with kuee-breeches,short vests and
resources was imprisoned in that dog’s understand.Six months after and
ly, being in the rear car of the long
inp'I had jackets, thick trimmed with silver butbody. Did you ever read the fairy le- every dollar, but by that tim
train, she preferred standing upon the
gend of the ‘White Oat,’ who, after learned that experienceis wortli nothing tons. Every man bowed, and every
platform and drinkingin at one draught
had persuaded thi young as solid capital until it has been dearly woman courtesiedas we passed. To
that magnificent valley through which Prince, her lover, to cut off her
pass any human being on the highway
bought. I whistled my rhyme
we seemed flying than by tantalizing head And tail and throw them in the fire,
without a sign or token of greeting
“Loss and gain, pleasure and pain,
sips, as one has to do from behiud a
would be considered in Norway the
Balance the see-saw of life,
suddenly stood before him a woman, as
Harrow car window
height of ill-manners; any child seen to
fair as Aurora. Fritz, for that was the
I followed her. I always do. Ana,
uame by wliioh I called the dog, looked in the sensitive ears of my faithfulFritz, do it would he sharply reproved. Probholding on to the narrow railing,
at
with Jennie’s brown eyes, hugged his brown head close to my ably few things would astonish the rural
felt somewhat like two lost comets whirl- half roguish, half thoughtful, and to- shoulder— don’t laugh, that dog was my Norwegians more than to be told that
ing through space. Soon the door be- gether we resumed our journey. Nor fneud— rolled up my sleeves, and agaiu among the highly civilized it is considhind us bunged, and a gentleman iu t|ie would I have followed in the wake of the went to work with a vigor that I knew ered a mark of good breeding, if you
midsummer of life, with a face as elasti- young Prince, even had I known the re- meant certain success if the vein held chance to meet a fellow-man ou the highcally beautiful as Edwin Booth's and a sult would have been similar, for Fritz, out. It did, and five years afterward I way, to go by him with no more recoghad a bank account wliioh ran largely nition of his presence than you would
waist of Falstafliau dimensions, Joined the dog, was invaluable just as he was.
us. He beamed on us almost literally. All lonesomeness was gone now that he into the thousands. I invested it in give to a tree or stone wall
From the dimple in his fair, soft chin to rarely left my side, and, although our land. By that time I was a bachelor of
Itisanodd thing that a man should
the ring of brown, silky hair which lay shadows had grown less by the time we thirty. Hard knocks and my one big be keeping the Vossevangen Hotel toupon lus broad, smooth forehead, the reached the ‘bar,’ our immaterialentities disappointmenthad shaken all the day who served in America’scivil war,
expression sciutilhiied with intelligent were in prime order for every thiiug in the romance out ot me, and when I again was for two years in one of the New
good nature. Withal, there was such a shape of adventure.‘Have never seen went East it was on business connected York regiments,and saw a good deal of
retrospective Imckground to the sunny any gold dug.’ Then I'll not at this late with the construction of this railroad.” active service. He was called back to
brightness that after a few common- day spoil your first impressionsof a min“And you have quite outlived your Norway by the death of his father, which
places Ruth, the daring, Impost, impu- er’s camp by describing mine as I ap- boyish fancy, as heart began to lose its rnarfe it necessary for him to take charge
dent creature, said, looking up mean- proached • Bidwell’s Bar. I may say youth?” said Ruth, with the least bit of of the family estate in Vossevangen.
while into his face with a smile so honest though, that one might have supposed cynicism in her tone.
He has marned a Vossevangen woman,
and kindly that he would have been a au earthquakeor tornado had been there,
“I think Fritz knew,” said the con- and is likely to end his days there, but
Bowerker not to ha»e reflectedit-’
tearing up the hundreds of thousands of ductor -quietly. “I had become almost he hankers for Chicago, and always will.
“Sir, permit me to remark that you cubic feet that had been moved and re- misanthrope for his sake. If I left him He keeps a fairly good little hotel on
are a physical incongruity.”
moved by mortal hands in their frantic to go into society—such as we had— for the shores of the lake. In one corner of
“Not so bad as that, madame, I hope. and persistent search for gold.
a few hours, he either whined like a sick the dining-roomwas a large round table
I am merely a conductor, as by this
“The ‘bar’ was a world in miniature. child or kept up such an increasing covered with old silver for sale; tankards,
time you have discovered, and a pretty
Almost every nationality was there repre- barking and baying that to save him be- chains, belts, buttons, coins, rings,
well Italanoed one, independent of sented. and almost every feature of hu- ing shot as a nuisance I wont to no place buckles, brooches, ornaments of all
avoirdupois. ’y
'-V
man kind but humanity. Armed with a where it was impossible for him to ac- kinds— hundreds of dollara’ worth of
“But jpur BiopglitfUlface, sir, that pick, pan and shovel, I, like hundreds of company me. I ne oia lenow went with me things. There they lay, day and night,
is what perplexesme. It should belong others, began to dig and burrow and
even to New York, and on the journey I open to all who came; and they had
to a body, but one-third .the weight of
wash dirt. But my laW and its results often caught myself cogitating how he— done this, the landlady said, for years,
yours,” suggested IJuth, the wise disci- would not balance, for somehow my litbotu iu a wildernessof wild piustard, and not a single articlehad ever been
ple of Latater.
tle leather bag of gold dust got no and as fond of camp-lifeas an Indian— stolen; from which it is plain that not
“My fate is ail right,” . he replied, heavier, toil as I would. Wages being
only is the Norwegian honest himself,
would take to the constraintof an old
stroking his cheeks and chin with an air good, I stopped digging and hired mythere must be a contagion in his honof marvelous self-complaceney.“It self as a camp-scullion.I did every kind city. Well, I had not been in New York esty which spread it to all travelers in
a week before there was a strong tugging
stopped growing ten years ago, but it is of jobbing within the range of a miner’s
his country.— ^4
•
at my heart to run down to Philadelphia.
here,” touching the region of his dia- wants. Washing dirty flannel khirts and
Not that it was home for me, for my
phragm with the tjp of his forefinger, cottons overalls, patching leather trouTrue Politeness*
parents had died before I first left it. I
“that oortteutmentand my good luck sers and cooking flapjacks is not the
“ Evil is wrought by want of thought,
called the desire ‘the charm of associashow themselves. Once I was as thin as most dignified and flower-strewn path to
as well as by want of heart,” wrote
Peter Schemmel’s shadow, and” — he fortune; you must know; and to a boy tion,’ and it led me.
“There, as I went down Arch street, Thomas HoocL Well, life is a thing to
paused, looking into Ruth’s clear, gray whose ideas of chivalry, independence
my poor dog lost his wits and the sober be lived carefully, day by day, realizing
eyes as if he would sound her soul’s and deeds of knightlyvalor were purely
dignity of his maturity.He had a re- that it comes but once. There will
depths — “I am strongly tempted to tell and intertsely Byronic, such a fate you
markably fine scent I always knew never be too much thought for others
you my bit of aTotnance,for there is a must acknowledge, was a sort of poetic
that; but no sooner had we turned into or too little living in sell The courtelong stretch ahead, and you look like one injustice.My aim, though, was to earn
that particularstreet than, with nose sy of Gen. Stonewall Jackson, who
of the kind to enjoy a touch of nature.
enough money with which to buy a cer- close to the ground and rigid tail, he ran never entered the room of his wife
Isn’t it so?”
tain claim of which I knew, and that I
zig-zag to and fro, as though he was on without knocking, was the key to a
The conductorhad struck the very key- hiuijn advance, labeled ‘Bonanza.’
polishedand beautiful character. True
the trail of an erratic fox. I called him,
note of our needs. We were pining for a
“Imight have succeeded, but I was but he gave no heed. People got out of politeness is a tender thoughtfulnessof
veritable California story, ,tpld iu an un- prostrated by a malarial fever, and for
his way. The fuunins shouted, and, others. What wonder that the Savior
conventional way, outside' of the well- days and weeks lay unconscious at the
with a wild, shrill bark, be suddenly was called by old Thomas Dekher, who
read romances of Bret Hnrto and The tender mercies of a fsw rough Welsh
bounded into the door-way of a large lived in 1641, M The first true gentleman
Argonaut. To he told, too. under such miners wjtli human hearts. My little dry-goodsstore. I bounded after him that ever breathed.”
hoard of money and my energy melted in time to see him rush up to a lady in
“Mibbobs should never be hnng,”
away together,like spring snow. But for black, who was examining tome gloves,
says a writer on domestic economy,
appointment and danced aromnd her with signs of the
Frite I’d have died of
“where the sun will rest upon them*”
He kad
had adopted the
tbe ‘Never
'never say most extravagantjoy. There are tones
“I am an old stager,” he said, “at alone. HHe
least as far back as the spring of 1850. die’ motto, and as I often read in his that live without the aid of photographs. and she should have added, nor where
‘You great Ttoyl Roy! DearoldRoy/was all she the daughters could rest upon them
sent
With a blanket strapped upon my hack, glorious eyes the sentence,
as
a
tender and said, but Pd have sworn the voice was either. There should be no discriminacents
in
my
panto’
pocket
Mid
the
|
coward!
At
him
again!’
fifty cents in
»t stock of hope
hope and unused ener- appreciative sympathy which the gift of JenAie’s if Ibad heard it’Qn the summit tion in favor of either sex.
biggest

it is Emerson who says:
“When you pay your ticket and get iutu
the cat you have no guess what gixxf
comipany you shall find there. You buy
muccli that is not rendered in the bill.
I have found this remark eminently true
ou severul oceftsions, particularlywhen
my liTe-loligfriend Ruth bears me

Pah-Kite

“And to-day where is she ?”
He stood waiting for the answer.
“On our raneji near Sacramento, and I
believe
one of the happiest women in the
ened, when my eye caught the gleam of
State. We have ft' “boy ten years old,
a dull, red streak that veined a piece of
quartz about the size of an egg lying whose name is Fritz, and all the dearer
among the fresh earth. Would you be- for the sake of the old friend who has
gone where I hope one day to meet the
lieve it? That streak was worth $50, for
litimau of him. I wish you could stop
it was virgin gold. Nor was it the only

dog, about as hungry-looldugand^gener- vesting it, as I thought safely, I returned
to Philadelphiain all the pride of a conilly dilapidated as I was myself.
“Whore lie came from I never knew, quering hero. My story ought to end
eyes,

the

PERRY DAVIS’

ciation and wretchedness— or, rather, i young master, Jennie’s cousin, got tyie
my expressionof it-^when he suddenly gol
old fever, when I did, and came tq
lifornia, never to return. Jennie had
Ca
rose and went out. I soon heard him
paWing'and scratching and tearing the written, but her letters had never
earth about six feet from me. as though reached me. She thought me dead. Why
the' dog came to me, when his master
be were under contract to dig a tunnel
died, is one among -the riddles of my
to China before daylight. Thiuking he
life which I will disentangle iu the herehad found the burrow of a wolf or fox, I

knowledgement that my offer had bee«
accepted..Nothing finds gold quicker
than gold, when a mau has ouce got a
licked in a gentle fashion, and discovered fair share of it, and iu two years I had,
that it was being doue by a brown setter in various ways, seeured $20,000. In-

Rooking into his half-human

Mount Blanc. A white hand was
upon his head and my ring was on

laid

T had reached the climax of renun- | often been

asleep, hoping that I would never awake
again this side of the stars. I did, however, conscious that my toes were being

but,

of

“Fritz was

ing.

;

I

1 h«v(!

speech could not have made more assuring. My nurses had pitched me a tent
on the south side of a low hill, and had
left me trt get well at ‘my own leisure.
My ‘bottom dollar’ had dwindled to the
value of a dime, my legs to thickness of
a pair of tongs (for all appetite was
gone,) and one evening hope failed me.
Believing I was going to die, I resolved
to do the fair thing -by Jennie, apprise
her ot' the event and advise her co forget
me. By the flickeringlight of a bit of
tallow caudle I began the letter, the first
I had written for months. I thought
aloud and wrote. Fritz lay beside me,
his nose wedged between his paws, but
I knew by the twitch of his ears that

tlfTERS
Feeble and Sickly Person*

I thiak

=

Recorer their TlUlttjr by panning a coarse of Hoetetter’s StomachBitten,the moat popular inrigorant
and
alterntire medicine in use. General debility, ferer and
ague, dyspepsia,constipation,
rheumatismand other
maladiesnro completelyremoredby it. Ask thoee who
ham used it what it baa done for them.

tW

For sale by all DrugidaU

and Dealers fceneraDy.

company.

she

:

me

.
•
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IRON

TONIC

b

* preparation of Protoxldoof Iron, PertiTlan
Bark and tin Pliosphatea, associated with the
Vegetable Aromatics. Endorsed by the Medlcsl
Profession,and recommended by them for Dy*>
p*pal»,tteiieral Debility, Female Dl»>
eases, WaatofTItallty, NerTons Pros-

tration,Convaleseeneefrom Fever*
and ChronleFhlll* and Fever. Itserres
stcry purpose where a TONIC
lunfatord

by

Is

necessary.

Tbe Dr. Hirter Medicine Ce., St Lonit

The following is one

of the very many testimowe art receivingdally:
0«ndr*M*.— Some three months ago I began the
nse of Dr. Hartkh’s Iron Tonic, upon the advtoe of many friendswho knew Its virtues. I was
suffering from general debility to such an extent
that my labor was exceedingly burdensometo me.
A vacation of a month did not give me much relief, but on the contrary, was fbilowedby Increased prostration and sinking chills. At this
Ume I began the use of your IRON Tonic, from
which I realisedalmost Immediateand wonderful
results. The old energy returned and I fonnd that
my natural force was not permsnenUy abated. 1
have used three bottles of the ToniC; Since Using
H 1 have done twice the labor that I ever did In tha
same time during my Illness, and with donble the
ease. With the tranquilnerve and ylgoroTbody,
has come also a clearnessof thought never before
eujoyed. It the Tonic has not done the work, I
know not what. I give it the credit.
nials
<

Troy, O

,

Pastor ChristianChurch.

Jan. 2, 1878.

For Sale by

Druggistsand GeneralDealers Every

ThelPumt and
_

__

when

Best Medicine ever Hide.

of Hoptf Buchu, Matt-

makss\the greatest Bleed Purifier, Liver
Pfttyu\atort*odLlfflftnd
Health ttestoring
Agent onW*****1- ckrtl1-

oVan

No disease
long erisS
Bittenare uiXed^o varisd and perfset are their

operationsgHR
ttey riTisetruV*ttififwtitbeageiafldlaflm.
To all whose eV1Plo^raenUo*us*
lrr*fuUr1'
tyoftheboweUoi\nrtnary
organ* w who rw
quite an AppeOie^Tonlc and mild Btimulanl,
Hop rntten an inn^!1^ without Intox-

icating.

ML

'

'

'

Vo matterwhat your fe\ellngs or symTioma
are what the disease or all\m6ntIs use Hop Bitlere. pout wait until yet aV* ** *>( If yoa
only feel bad or miserable, 1m* them al oaoeIt may eave your Ufe.lt hael* » ed hundrwla. ”
*> $ BOO wM be paid for
cure or help. Do not
frieze
offer, but use aod urge thsm\t0,u#Hop
Rmember, Hop Bitters Is noVj™.
drunken nostrum,but the Purwt^- * n a Host
Medicine ever mad* j the
and lOrr* and no pereo* or family
shouldbe withoutthem.

<

.offer

1

HT

Rocbentar.N.

CELLULOID
EYE-CLASSES.
Representing the choicest-selected
Tortoiselightest,handsomest.
Shell and Amber. The
T1
and strongest known. Sold by Opticiansand
Jewelers. Made by the SPENCER OPTICAL
M’F*a
G CO.,
Cl
13 MaidetfL*n«, New York. ,

'

rnliraovois.I aramo vot. Bsnasqmeiy||
i SU.ooAJ bound, for only tOfU.
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W.14UIBI..N.Y.F.O. Box 4SSA
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The Argument

Leaded Gun.

of i

WISE WORDS.

“ Hougti on Hals."
Ask Drugciats for it. It clean out rat*, mice,
roaches, bod-bug*,flieg,vermin, iuaeoU. 16c.

“ Talking about those times right af-

They despise riches that despair of
ter the war, we certainlydid have a
branch establishment of hell down in them.
Shreveport.Such a reign of terrorism Temphbatb anger will become the
I never saw, and never expect to witwise — Philemon.
hes* again* '• The tdwtt w*fl held by colAMBrnoN is but the evil shadow of
ored troops. There were about 100,000
bales of cotton there at the time, and or- aspiration. — George MacDonald.
(1

ders had been issued against smoking on
the streets. Some of our men, through
force of habit, had forgotten tho order,
ami some three or four had been shot
down in cold blood for having a cigar in
their mouth®. One day, as a liew Orleans packet

came

up to the wharf, I

Suspicions amongst thoughts are like
hats amongst birds ; they ever fly by twilight.

Those that want friends 'to open themselves unto are cannibals of their own

um» REST SALVE for Cuto, Bruises, Sores, Ulcer*.
Salt Ubnum, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Corns,

saw

'(thq

the

.

.

cure,

all

tion.

affection* of

ar« the beat

A now nnd

lately been exhibited by
Herr Faber before tho Physical Society,

Loudon. It is designed to more perfectly imitate, mechanically, the utterance of tho human voice, by means of
artificial organs of articulation made on

Because thcli* upper fluo ToiW? fa'r to him.
Constancy In mistake la constant folly.

-Felix lb, It.

I

the abstract sciences,

the largest and worthiest portion of our
knowledge consists of aphorisms,andthe

men

but an aph-

is

A thorough- paced antiquarian not only
all other people have
thought proper to forget, but he also

what all other people think
proper to remember.— C'o&on.

forgets

Tramp out dose uddah spahks !’
again commanded the darky. ‘Dat’s
enough. I’iow you kiu move along.’
“1 was an amused obsefvor of this
episode, hut hml nothing to say until we
had got ofl‘ a few feet, when I meekly-

An apology m the originalseu.se was a
pleading oil* from some charge or imputation, by explainingor defending pYincipies or conduct. It thereforeamountod. to a vindication.— Qrabbe.

When

:

a

man

is

dangerously ill, the

‘

!

it

|

)

Hall

!

!

M

FREE

law-

grants a dispensation, for

Duflie, take a fresh cigar

unnunsH,

Neuralgia, Sciatica, Lumbago, f
the human model, and it is worked by Backache, Sorenen of tho Chut,
keys like a musical instrument.A belGout, Quinsy, Sore Throat, Swell*
lows made of wood and India rubber
ings and Sprains, Burns and
serves
for
lungs ; a small windmill is
Scalds, General Bodily
lit. Bay icven ban DOBBINS’
placed in front of the vessel to give trillPaine,
SOAP of your Gro- ing sounds; tho larynx is made of a sinTooth, Ear and Hoadacho, Frosted
gle membrane of hippopotamus hide and
cer.
Foot and Ears, and all other
India rubber; aud a month with two
2d. Aik him to give you a bill lips, a tongue and an India rubber nose
Pains and Aohes.
of It.
complete the organs of tho apparatus. Ho Preparation on earth equals Sr, Jambs (ha
a safe, aura, simple and theap External
Fourteen distinctsounds are uttered by as
Rsmedy. A trial entails but the comparatively
3d.
tali bill and your
it, and, by combining those, any word iu
trifling outlay of 60 feats, and every on* infferlaf
with psln can have cheap and positive Reef of
full addren.
any language can bo produced — also claims.
laughing
and
whispering.
4th. We will mall YOU
DirectionsIn Eltvsn Languages.
MOLD BY ALL DRD0OI8T8 A YD DEALBlfl
even beautiful cardi, In llx col*
The increase of the value of French
II MEDI0IIB.
on and gold, representing Shak- railways iu 1880 over 1870 was 322 240 -

it says : “You
may break the Sabbath on his behalf,
“I don’t think he was favorably im- that he may be preservedto keep many
ipcare’i “Seven Ages of Man.”
pressed. with tho jiersonal liberty in and Sabbaths. ”— The Talmud.
around Shreveport ; but I tell you, genI never work blitter than when I am
tlemen, there is more solid argument in
inspired by anger; when I am angry I
a loaded shot-gun than all the decisions
l can write, pray and preach well ; for then
of the Supreme Court”
my whole temperament is quickened,my I. L.
!
miderstanding sharpened, and all munFElit AGAINST A MIAUP EDGE.
116 South Fourth St.,
1
dune vexations and temptationsdepart.
(From th«K0ckford fill.) ktgUlet.J
This is furnished hy Mr. Wm. Will, 1013 I — Luther
Frankfort! Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. : Some
“Women Never lliink.”

“

CDaiilEli
FOR

ELECTRIC

rememberswhat

two, the musket meanwhile

most ingenious speaking

machine has

,

greatest and best of
orism. — (Wcr/th/e.

_____

A Speaking Machine.

Cathartic

Regulators.

ens into revenge.— ZJwhetr Lytlon.
No mas ptito rott«n ipoltr to hta podcli

Exclusivelyof

_

mucou* membrane, of the head and throat.

DR. MOTT'S LIVER PtLI-S

ventilated often hurries toward

keepitig'itsunpleasant ijpsition,

asked

etc.

DC UNO'S CATARRH SNUFF

forgiveness ; anger concealed often hard-

:

^

Skin,

-Blows are sarcasm turned stupid ; wit
form of force that leaves the limbs
at rest. — Felix Holt.
is a

Anger

OXYGENATED BITTERS

GKKE.VN

the best remedy for Djrspej>sia,Dilleuiness, Malaria.
Indigestion, and DjSeasesof the Blood, Kidney*,Uwr,
I*

Carlyle.

ocd.r J He;

“ 1 cautionedliiai' again, feeling sure
there would be trouble m the camp if
any of l^ose tlarky sentinels should see
him. We wallfel "tppMta town, he
smoking all the timei, imd^ot along well
enough, till suddenly a big negro
stepped out from behind a corner, and,
leveling his musket about live feet from
Dullie's head, observed
“ ‘ Drop dat cijgali !’
“ Duttie surveyed the muzzle of that
instrument about a second and a half,
and then he dropped it.
“ ‘Tramp out de spahks !’ was order
numl)< r

and all Idndsor Skin Eruptions,Freckles and Pimples,
on HKNltY'8 CARBOLIC SALVE, as all other*are
counterfeits.Price. 36 rente.

I>H-

Hill

ing large quantitiesof it, to be used
when no more is obtained. Then he
breaks off a piece, warms it out, and
has again a good article of milk.
Tho deer ih also his food, large herds
of them being kept in some parts of the
country. From its skin the Laplander
makes the roof and floor of his house, his
bed. his shoes, aud stockings, his
clothes, and cords nnd strings for his
bow. Without this animal, tho Laplander would be in a deplorable condi*

1»

God hears tho heart without the word,
tho ‘lost cause,* one of
but he faever hears the words without
rhe bravest devils that ever breathed,
the heart.
and he was evidently going to land. I
* Always there is a black spot in the sun
noticed that he was smoking as he
shine ; it is the shadow of ourselves—
aajl I t<>uk the tim

mn-

The reindeer is not only the Laplander's horse, but his oow, and, during
the time that it gives milk, he is freez-

HKMt Y'M CARBOLIC HALVE

heart,

laoglieil said : ‘ OJi, pslikw ! TAat’U
do well enough to play on boys and old
women, but it won’t do or. me, Vest.’

The Laplander’s sledge has no

nore. but, like himself, it is covered with
reiudeer skin, and is in shape something like a canoe. • Harnessed to this
sledge, the reindeer starts off with almost tho rapidity of tho steam engine,
going fifteenor twenty miles ru hour.

Eilxbt’bExtract ov Tab and Wild 0hkbxi
baa been used for twenty yean, and daring thkt
time has Bared many toy valuable liyes. Do
not neglect a cough or cold until it U too late.
Try this excellent remedy, and we are sure you
will be convinced of ite merit*. Chronic
Coughe, aud even Coneumptivee,are cured by
following the direction*.Every bottle is warranted to give satisfaction.Prepared by th«
Emmert Proprietary Co., Chicago. Bold by
all good druggists.

Diiflie, of

ejiuCee to informTuui; of

The Laplander.

?’

,

A.

000.

IBS. LYDIi E. PINRIM, OF LYNX, HISS.

|

1841.

A CO.,

[.sm-

1881.

Hart* ntlvnnttiut-N.l.onttimi of nnrivnled
beauty sud aalubruy.Rev.O.V.Srgsii,Principal.

CM61N & CO,

'

VOGELER

1

i

»

.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

time since 1 received a severe injury to my
hack, by falling against the sharp edge of a
marble alep. the stone penetrating it least
a halfin^L and leaving a very painful
wound. After siblerlng for a time, I eoneludjyl to Aj)plxrSt Jacobs Oil, and am
pleased to say that the results exceededmy
expectations.It speedily allayed all pai’n
and swelling, and hy continued use made a
perfectcure. I really think it. the most etllcucious liniment I ever used.

If the crabbed old bachelorwho uttered thin
Bontiuieutcould but .vitnuas theinteiiHe thought,
; deep studv and thorough iuvi'BUgation of woim n
in determiningthe best mediuiueato keep their
families well and would note their lagacity and
I wisdom in selecting Hop Bittern as the bent, and
1 demouHtrating it t»y keeping their fannliea in
perpetualhealth, at a mere nominal expbUBe, ho
would be forced to acknowledge that hucU eeutimeutB aie b&Heleui and falue.— J’tcfl'/une.
(

On the

1

j

under the oak trees,
1 He said: “lam in distress; I have lost
we see a child tending her flock and spinone of my regular writers.” I did not
ning with distaff ami spindle. Such a
i know about journalismat the time, so I
sight is very common; little girls have
remarked: “I suppose you will have
much to do with domestic auimals; they
to get another.” He replied: “Got
run fearlesslybetween the long horns of
another! I will have to get three, and I
the great tawny oxen, and guide them in
will be surprised if at the end of a year
the way they should go with a shower of
one of these three writers does as well as
blows on their long-suffering foreheads
the writer I have hist.’’—
Smith.
and muzzles. They milk the goats and
Certain Knowledge.
herd tho swine, and grow lithe andstrong
Wo know whereof wo affirm when wo say that
of limb and nut-brown, of face in the
warm sun. The herdsmen and shepherd- Waruer’ri Safe Kidney and Liver Cure has performed more wonderful ourou than any mediesses beguile their lonely watch with tho
cine aver bronght before the American public
peculiar antiphonalsougs of the country,
Some curious phenomena — electrical
which ofte® display remarkable wit in repartceAra the part of the improvisatores, shadows so called — have been lately deas w4U;aa a' ready talent for rhyming. scribed by Herr Holtz to the Gottingen
These songs are composed as well in Spain Academy. They arc obtained by fixing
as in Portugal. One shepherd challenges to one rod of an electrical machine a
am&Ut tq a tournament in verse, and be- concave disc having a piece of silk
ginrhy sibging astansa which is to serve without wrinkles adhering to it; at tho
us it key-note U) the whbte production, as point of the other c’is -barge rod— placet!
well in the kfud of meosore to be used as opposite— appears, when the machine is
in tune. In one of these lyricalballads, worked, a small, feeble luminous star,
which, so fa^asd Jpp.w, hasf^ever crept and on tho disc a circle is seen. When
into print, a man .vojafltiW. adug half in objects are interposed the shadows appear on the luminous circle. They are
banter, half iu earnest:
*
not optical shadows, as IS proven by the
" b llbptj*!? dfnliliHii lo love a jrguiVli,
Fur irplrJC dl n-ifd
'voiaftn wilrlSave you to ^ iti,
fact that all opaque objects do not give
5 v»-them. They are produced in general
A woman,4 who perhaps has had some only by conductor*of electricity,and ine^jffiup(?e cl the improvidence os well sulating bodies give little or no shadow.
A gla s rod with one end made conductiHff \hy« htfat . gives a partial ghadow,
" U u betterto feed a dog than to feed a pan, .
whicti graduiilly disappears on cooling.
For with a- piece of meat « Hog wM'lwve you in

t

.

is

a

THRESHERMEN.
you wart to bny rhrnhert.Cloter
Muller*,f/or.r./Wrr*or Fii</in*l
(either Portableor Traction, lo uts
tor threahinj;,(awincor for erneral
purposes), bny the ^Starred Rooster" good*. "The Uetl lire the
Chenpeii.''For Price-List nnd II
lustrsted Pamphlet*(sent tree'
write t« The Aui.tman ATatloi
CompaNT, Manstield. O.
If

Did not Understand Journalism.

hill side,

^

AND

TO FARMERS
i

I recollect sitting at a table in Loudon
beside the editor of a leading journal :

Portuguese Shepherds.

An Open

i

k

Secret.
The

outfit (ru.

a day at horn* sully mod*. Costly
Address Tbu* A Co., August*,Ms.

|13

£

g Struts

v

YOUNfi

Addrsss

Raoa.. JaoMTlllt.

IggPoBltiv^ure

!.WHk m your own towa. T.ana am) |5 outfit
H allitt k Co. , Portland, Ms.
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WANTED

those Painful CmaalalBtaaal Weakness**
common Uowrhosl fl— U population.
It will core entirely the wont fortn of Female Complaints,all ovariantroubles, Inflammationand Clcsra
tion. Fallingand Displacements,
and the consequent
Spinal Weakness, and 1* particularly
adapted to tbs
fsr all
so

for ths Best and Futsst-

boiling Pictorial Rooks and Blblss. Prior* rsdUoed
13 psr
National Pcdluhino Co.. Chicago,I1L

ct.

CJTEAM' TTSFRB

can

hareclsan boilers at

•4 JOIi.\

STREET, NEW* YORK.

p VER

MAN

all

times

Chang* of

and muscle to the Tory
bone, removing aH disease
and soreness. No other liniment does this, hence none
other is so largely used or

flesh

.does such worlds of good*

Life.

and expel tumors from tLo uterus In
developmentThs tendencyio canceroushumors then Is checked very speedily by Itausa.
It romoves faintness, flatulency, destroys all craving
for stimulants,
and relieves weakness of th* stomach.
It curs* Bloating,Headaches, NervousProstration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depressionand Indi-

an early stage

WOMAN

Y
AND
can hare light
JLi and profitable bailnesa at home at all seasons, and
many dollars In personal and home ewpenssa. Part-culm, with raluableInformationfor everybody,(ree.
Strictlylegal nnd temoraids.Do bettor than weprralae.
Address (I. L. CllALMKRb A CO„ Bangor, Maine.

of

gestion.

TVA" A YTTjn/"\Tl Confidentthat we have the moat
IY1 Q.l.’l 11 l il l I / wonderfulrestorativeever found
,
- ^Jor^LWeakagases-we
will Btmd

^

AGENTS WANTED QUICK

reason

why becomes an “open

It will dissolve

save

.

man or beast. The

secret” when wo explain that

VESETABLE COMPOUND.

Wit

900fr*«. Addrsss IL
iV

MUS-

is

•“Mustang” penetrates skin,

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
togoffloss.

well understood

by for
the best external known for

TAB. Iirvrim. i03fit»te*t.,Chie*fo,'tr**ta*uc
XJ ceashilly Throat and Lung DFeanes by Intinlatlin

9/4

Is

MEXICAN

TANG LINIMENT

$5 to

ail) KVIKKK..

fact

that the

toigilths

REVISED NEW TESTAMENT
Nowreadi/forAgunts. Most dulrablt emuon. J.OW
Heed. Millionsare waiting for It. Grand harresi
op Agents. Partlculsn free. Outfit SO«. Act
__
WwtcE. Address HUBBARD BROS.. Chicago. UL

That feeling of bearfBfdown, causfef Min, weight
and backacha,la always permanently curst by its use.
It will at a] 1 times aad under all circumstances
act In
harmony with the law* that govern the female system.
J«*Ud§
Fpr the cure of Xl<t*ey Complaint* of Sttherjag
Compound is unsurpassed.
LYDIA E. PlKKHASPtVEGETABLE COMpaUNDt* pn pand altSS and fiU WosSsrU Avsdtas,
Lynn, Hfss Price |L Six bottles for |6. Sent by mall'
In the form of pills,also In ths form of locenfes, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for sltAsr. Mrs. Plnkham
freely answersall letters of Inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Addrsss as abov^ JBwiJte* <^a Papw.
Mo family Should be withoutLYDIA E. KNKUAMN
LIVER PILIA They rare constipation,bilious*^
aad torpidity of the liver. » cents psr box.
Sold by oil Druggists.-**

FRAZER

TRUTH

wlfi.M .»4

iM.i.k H.'t .ad Wit.H Will Sr K> •*»U .IU M>.
Sw(b«. wlw el e,m. .u4 Iwk »f Uli. m». . •«.kirv
ricrr.iel nai fulur. tuikM* w »lt.,
mteiiUeS. »iU
wU dw.
u4
t.u el
rn<«M4 » .11 mi i.UitM.
444 WW fwd. I. M.rtUM. It IU««-rFI Bwms. Mia.

el

ua.,
B.mM..

LECTHIC

LIGHTS

WTHERVOUB DEBILITY.

Lnst Manhood,

snd Impaired powers cured by

MATHEWS'

ImiirovedElectro-Msgnstlc Belt and Abs<jrbsnt
Pad combined; six* of Psd, 7il0 fnches-foor
tints* larger than others. Do not purchase any
old-style$3u Belt* when you can' get tbs latssi.
roproredfor $S. " Klectrlo Light," a 24- oo luma

M,

M and Ml Fifth Arsuus, Chicago, IU.

O.N.U.

Mo.

30

•UTIIEN WRITING TO ADVEKTIHEIM.
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please aay you saw the advertlscmeBl

In tkla

paper.

>

,

But the

ti

unlfer of a

man

will la*t

foreref.”

And
up

the keen, sharp-shootingis kept
through a long range of topics, the

Kidney-Wobt Is the enemy of indlBestlon
and biliouHnesB.It is sure to conquer them.

AXif GREASE.

Beat ! the Wwrld. Get the atentiln*. Kr•ry package hn* war Trade-murk and la
contrasted arfcsd Frmaer’a. SOLD EVERY WILEHB.
different animals towards

OkMEOAURS

A German naturalisthas

ball tossed back and forward from one
,the behaviorof
skillful composfr to another, and when

steam machinery. That

proverbially

iiqp^isy^ii.f^ls, traditional bjulpjage
is rememhered aiul sung with equal stupid animal, the ox, stands composedly
on the rails in front of a locomotivewithgusto.— />. Ur. fthampney, in Harper's
out having any idea of tho danger which
Magazine.'
threatens him; dogs run among the
wheels of a departingyailway train with9?f.iab?r,b‘lrCb (P*-). fletfld.]
Arriut vuiqly spendingfive hundicd dob out suffering any idiuly; and birds seem
lars Inr flthCf’tt'fncditsto relieve my wife, t to have a peodHaY ‘delight in the steam
have no •besiOUiotr ‘ifl 'fldclttrtng*,
Hint St' engine. Larks often build their nests
Jacobs Oil will cure Neuralgia, suy.s M. VK and rearthejr yoqng tinder the switches
B.’Htrtom.'Eiq., (of PinkhVrti
of a railway over Mfhicli hepvy trains ore
Btillon. Mass. ^ tit enthusiastic intl6ikt+of constantly rolling, ubd swallows make
ttn. /
their homes in engine houses, pair of
ttiiokiNG is not a good habit at its wwpjlQWfl have feared .their young for.

TYmS-bIsTED

editions ofT

,

,

$TW‘

f

I>r. METT AUK’S TH. AD A CITE riLI/l cure most wonderfully Ip a very
abort time both HICK and NEBVOU9*HEADACIlE; and while acting on
the nervous ayatera, cleanse the stomach of excess of bile, producing a
regular healtliy action of- tho bowels.

DELE REVISION
lining the oldand'ngwv Aston*, in pnrallel colContain
nmnis. The bee* »ud chokpesiiJuitrsded
adit on of th*
RevisedNew Testament
ament Millions of people are waiting

i

i

•

Agents W

an

HEADACHf

ted^Ktnd for^trm^r^and^itni terms.
Chleago’, UL

-

•

•

tO

plete core, mailed to any- address on receipt of nine three-cent poetagw
stomps. For sale bj all druggist* at 25c. ,Bolo ?roprtet#rs, i. •• .fi
;

BROWN CHEaacAL toBtAlrir,IWtWm. H4.
<i X!

IhqA

bgrit but the universal teetimoiiy is that
cigarette smoking j* the wonst of all

fronts and

.im-

paired vision ore nearly sure to follow their nest in the paddle-boxof a
this habit, especially in younger boys. iteomer.; ) /
7
1 ( f /_
1

TH3W’»fee!W? .of cwkrettwjs,non
enormous. Virginia alone is said
makd-Annutlly over

60,000, 000. }l0”i

that Stuff

to

'

n>

/,

^

Fob dyspepsia, indteestion^depresaion of*
and general debility m their varioua

apirite

,!

ark, made

(

Ib what a lady of Bosfon uid to her husband
be bfOnght home soma medicine to cure
befifli 4ck. headache and neuralgia
had
made her miBcrablefor .fourteen years. At the
first attack thereafter it waa administered to

_

by Caswell, Hazard k Co., New York, and gold
by all druggists, ia the beet .tooie. AQ<1 Tor patient* recoveringfrom fever other tickneM

ithaBRo equaL ___

Uncle Sam's Condition Powders are

reo-

TPor Olxlllai and

AND ALL DISlAtlS

rnH«raa«£SMBiw
Cyclopedia

regular family medteutaT ,Tfaat»!lituir is
Butors.

“

-rStundanL

How

irooH U that?” said a

Hop

—r

l^oiSuee'inscnbed‘‘To BT motiierl Dumb

it.”

are an

t-xcel-

Btock will do
prepared by the

BUM
OAf

Smith Imv. Cwboline, the deodoredges,

Y

floriat; I have had it f(* four
» friend* as the perfectionof all hair vprep&raand no ono has •TOT offered to purenaso tion*. Thi* show* that the Deacon 1b a wise
man and knows what ia what.

fifft. Hpesial tenns to

cldbs. [

$10,000 REWARD

and August Bend quick for specimen nsges and to/
particulars

to

AMERICAN BOOK KXCHANOE

Jobs B. Ajldkn, Manager, 704 Broadway, New York.

ABAH, 8XWOS&H0IDS, Eta.

Also for

FASELDiiCOSFECTIOSl

*

Covgkfl,Cdd*, Bow Throat, Croup and Diphtheria, etc, An agreeable fora of tatai '25 and 50 cent fiizes of all our goods. ing Vaseline internally.

ATfry them.

25 CENTS A BOX.

iUKAND BEBAL AT THE PHILADELPHIA EXPOSITION.
COLGATE 4
•XLTXB HOAL AT TU rABU KXPOUTION

CO-SX.

I

T-A-IKIIEj

Column.

out

OXjOSIJNT Gt

Chickens i and Water.

3
•

l<> h’ltiiit.yf/
C'.j

A correspondentof .the Poultry Pivimt

says:

•

3

“Perhaps fowls

the farm yard suffer

in

SUMMER HOODS

SPRING AND

more for want of pure water In winter

than from any other cause. In the
summer they usually get plenty and do
well; but in our cold climate, when
springs and brooks are frozen solid, when

Some of those goods

tanks and swill-palls are no longer availa-

will be sold at Cost, such as

ble, then their daily allowance is entirely

cut off, and often for weeks and even
months they do not get a drop
They

.when

eat snow,

is to

it

of .water.

&

Ladies’

be had; and

they could do uothiug worse, for this has

&

Gents’ Buckled

Buttoned Shoes

of makiug them

the singular quality

poor and they should never be allowed to
eat it. If they are supplied with water,
they will not eat
with very

snow. This

variation and a few excep-

little

among farmers. The
result is that millions of fowls die
tions, is the rule

annually of that scourge of poultry, the

cholera. Years ago the cholera was
dreaded as a most fearful plague among
the human family. Towns and cities
were devastated by its ravages. But of
late years, by

cleaning out the cesspools

and by the proper

of filth in the cities,
measures,
“

has lost its terrors.

it

Here

lies the great remedy for

chicken-cholera—
cleanliness and proper
care. This
try

of

will

do more

to

the coun-

this plague than all the patent

nostrums in existence. With
outlay of
a

ml

money and

lime,

a

very

little

you can build

good comfortablehouse for your fowls.

Let it fape the south, with wiudows

to

give light and warmth when the sun
shines. Spend an hour each day
ing, watering,

in feed-

and caring for your fowls.

Keep your house clean and well ventilated, and you will have a plentiful supply
of eggs in winter, as well as in

summer;

and the time that you spend iu the care

you a larger per
than any time you spend on the

of your fowls will pay
cent,

BURLINGTON ROUTE.
rV.Vo other line runs Three Through I’assetijfer Trains Daily between Chicago, Des
Moines, Council Bluff-'.Omaha. Mnooln. 8t.
Joseph, Atchison, Topeka and Kansas City.
Direct connection* for all point.* In Kansas,
Nebraska, Colorado.Wyoming. Montana, Nevada, New Mexico. Arizona, Idaho, Oregon and

NOW

The celebrated Pullman ilS-whcel)Palace
Sleeping Cars, run only on this Line. C., B. &
Q. Palace Drawing-RoomCars, with Horton’s
Reclining' ’hairs. No extra charge for Seats
in Reclining Chairs. The famous C.. R. & Q.
Palace Dinin/ Cars. GorgeousSmoking Cars
fitted with Flegnnt Hl.-h-Raeked Rattan Revolving ( hairs for the exclusive use of flrstcla«s pa**engers.
Steel Track and Suncinr Equipment,combined with their Great Through Car Arrangement. makes »hK above all others, the favorite
Route to the South, South-West, and the Far
West.
Try it. and you will find travelinga luxury
Instead id' a discomfort.
Thr ni'-tirickets via »hls Celebrated Line
for sab? at all officesin the United States and
Canada.
All information about Rate* of Fare. Sleeping Cur Accommodations,Time Tables, Ac.,
will be cheerfully given, and will send Free to
any address an elegant Couut\i Mnpot United
Sidles, iu colors, by applying to.

A few thousand
Shingles, Lime,

etc., at

E.

as fencing, etc., can also be had; also Lath,

feet of lumber, such
reasonable prices.

iT_
BC O

A

X, X,
W.

Don’t yonForget it
THAT IN

II.

IST

MICH.

D,

JOS LIN,

BEST.

R. D.

JOSLIN & BEST, IsTIEW

man

just the

is

for

—

Persons who desire to purchase Pianos
and Organs are naturally anxious

nOLORADfl

TINWARE,

where.

from their catalogue some ex-

tracts from letters received from their cus
tomers, in proof of our assertion.

*

Accept

my

thanks for the honorable

mm
dw on ill* an I il irin - t1«a awwon.
"nc-cu* Krccauo* Ticana,from

and Icx-al nolnt*.to DEV.
Colorado sprinob. «n
PUEBLO, AND RE TURN, hr *it
(OMUXTSHUTROCTkit.at won1«r.
‘

dealing I have received

at

John Fairbanks,

your hands.

Cochituate, Mass,

instruments and

your manner

™ca*r°

Faints and

CD

of dealing.

Sam’l Cu8hma.n, Deadwood, Da.

your kindness in sending me so fine an
instrument Allow me to thank you for

sending me so

my

thanks to

you

STOVES,
J.

R. K.

is

Map

--

Eiouth Street, Holland, Mich.

All Kinds of Spectacles.

watching for you.

_

MONROE

No. 132

Near the Cor.

Rapids, Dec.

1,

A Complete assortmentof Children’s and Infants’
shoes for fall and winter, and h full line of
Ladles’ and Gentlemen’sWear,
•*r

ST.

South Division

of

CALL AND SEE

US.

St.,
E.

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Grand

IN PRICES IN

for

HEROLD,

and Plated Jewelry.

1880.

GREAT REDUCTION 82 EIGHTH STREET

John W. Mat,

15-ISw

JEWEtRY

Holland, Mich., Sept.

1,

HEROLD.

1880.

43-ly

82

THE

Judob M. Ha.bt, Boquechitto, MIm.
recommend you and your instru-

J.
firocery

ments.

Theodore Hbrrlino,

House

JAMES RYDER,

Prop’r.

Mrs. Richard Wooderson,
Clinton,

8th Street,

July 6tb,
in-

strument, if not a better one, than was
ever sent to this city.
T. Blkikb,' Galveston, Texas.

Having purchasedthe Interestformerly owned
/ Mr. M. Seery, and having leased my Hotel, I
will davoie my entireattention to the GroceryBusiness, and therefore respectfullycall the attention
of the citizens of Holland to my new baiiness.
The store Is on the

1881.

22-tf

see the

Bwenson,

8t. Paul,

NATURAL VITALITY AND COLOR.

FLOUR

Cor.
I will

Hundreds of others of similar tenor can

be seen in the

testimonials of the

delssohu Piano

Co. Bend

stamp

Eighth and Fisk

St.

ply,

endeavor to keep on band a complete supfill all orders promptlyto the best of my

alogue.

DRY GOODS,

and

Quack Gram.— A good way to diipoM
of twitch grass after it ii dag up is to
•How It to He on the ground a little to
dry, then gather it togetherand set fire
to the driest, adding to the pile as the

Give us a trial before

NOTIONS,

Corn, Oats, Etc.

Holland, April

18.

VAN

days to rednoe the

whole pile to

1881.

IHniiS IK

10-tf

Hlvl

the best of fertilizers.

WATEiMLONa-

Watermelon vines will
not bear handling, but the weeds m|it

KT EXnMMIN-'T'

n

L r

1

1

L

H L Iyll

jg ROCHESTER \

We

U

T 1

The

finest line. of

•

• 7* 1

»

•

Jr.

HOSIERY, ETC.

Heavy or Light Draying

Silk to the chespeet.

Hard nd

ALWAYS ON HAND.

$3B0*£SSS£

G.

Van Patten A Sons.

Holland, March ttth, 1881.

or

The Vigor cleanses the

Soft Stove wood for sale, for

summer

BD.
Hou aid, June

25,

J.

1881.

pliable.

scalp, cures

and

its cooling, stimulating, and

soothing

properties,it heals most if not all of the

humors and diseases peculiar to the scalps
keeping it cool, clean, and soft, under
which conditions diseases of the scalp atii
hair are impossible.

As

a Dressing for Ladies*

Hair

incomparable. It

Is color-

less, contains neither oil nor dye,

and will

Is

not soil white cambric. It Imparts an
agreeable and lasting perfume, and as as
article for the toilet it is

unsurpassedIn

Prepared by

economical and

Its excellence.

Dr. J. C. Ayer

It

Co.,

Practical— d Analyttoal Ch—Hsts,

Lowed, Mass.

•OLD BY ALL DBUOflISTf KTS1TWH11B.
ValcbM. SMiwimtenlAM.
WhlkncUl HmMuOm.
Wftlthe*.
8t«BV
rwH.Unf.MK
Mid roldtlt OMMML.dbMl
r»tuuo»roi

rn*.
HARRINGTON, Jr.

imparts vltalltj

it

preventsthe formationof dandruff; and,

.

winter use. Inquire of

it

and strength, and renders

any time both

Fresh Groceries EARLY AND LATE.

the

otherwise diseased hair,

The Vigor

HARRINGTON,

st

nail,

part of the melon next the ground will be

-

Embroidery. Laces, Yarns,

fluest

AisoaFuULiae of

will give a matallic

dead and

1881. 18-8m

Hating on hand a large number of wagons and
horses, he it enablsd to ssrve bts customers or
strangers,at the shortest possiblenotice, and at
the most reasonable rates.

From the

before the sub is on the vioee if possible.

the curl of the vine will be

3,

HANDKEBCHIEFS

bare the night in which to recover.
Gather the fruit early iu the morning

souud when tapped with the finger

Glassware Setts at 40 cents and of the hair immediately,and causes a new
growth in all cases where the glands are
not decayed; while to brashy, weak, or

sell

'iXALIOOKS,f ^
TABLE LINEN, E. J.

deep

be desired. By its use thin

line of Teas, from 25 cents per hair is thickened, and baldness often
pound and upward.
though not always cured. It checks falling

AND DRAYINU.

,

may

full

TEAMING

S

afternoon so that any

it

black, as

IECKTIES aver

ifl

DH188 GOODS,

KILLS ALL INSECT

roots injured by the hoe or cultivatormiy

light, and red hair, to a rich brown, or

by

I

chokt the Tines. Cultivation should be

If the melon Is ripe

any other place.

Don’t Forget the Place.
M. HUIZENGA & CO.

DELAINES,

not be allowed to gain such a footing as to

done Ute in the

of PROVISIONS,as Cheap

Holland, Mich., May

CASHMERES,

PUT UP ONLY BY

stroyed for evsr stii oon verted into one of

have a

upwards.

RYDER.

ashes,

but when so reduced the quack is de-

We

PUHEN& SONS.

increases.It may take two or three

most agreeable dressing, which
once harmless and effectual, for pre-

is a

gloss and freshness of youth, faded or gray,
full line

At the store of

G.

It

serving the hair. It restores, with the

OF COUNTRY PRODUCE
Hats and Caps, ALL KINDS
BOUGHT AND SOLD.

you judge us.
JA8.

FEED,

A very Urge stock of

Men-

for cat-

and

is at

as at

Minn.

Hair Vigor,

always have on hand a stock of

Accept my thanks fortho gentlemanly
J. A.

CHIMNEY

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR TO 1X8

A

dealing 1 have received at your hands.

MICA LAMP

which never breaks.

We

RECEIVED

JUST

Ayer’s

GLASSWARE,

HOLLAND, MICH.

ware, Spectacles, etc., etc., will be sold at
cost for the next 60 days.

Mo.

In my estimation I have as good an

CROCKERY,

Clocks which have been sold for |4, are
now for sale at |3. The entire stock on
Call and
hand will he sold at that rate. Plated

obliged for your integrity in

toned instrument.

ALBERS,

GROCERIES,

And all kinds of Flower Pota, Hanging BaskeU,
Ktc„ Etc., Etc.

Fond-du-Lac, Wis.
sending me such an excellent and sweet-

STORE M’Hlliz?.!l8a&Go

WARD

FIBST

I can

white.

at

’

18-tf

OEN. PASS E AOT„ CB Aft.R.R.
Chicago, 111.

punctual dealing.

fire

DEALERS IN

Watches, Solid Gold

R. K. has struck hard for you. Clocks,

50

For rates, further Information,
and elegaut
el l/iutod
State* D-ee, address,

I feel under obligations to you for your

Wm.

J.

J. R. KLEYJX,
NO.
EIGHTH STREET.
Holland, Michigan.

Manchester,Iowa.

am much

Just received

fine an instrument.

Mrs.

I

PUMPS AND FITTINGS,

me.

Greensboro,Ala.
I cannot express

-A-2TD

man

able price of Bevinsy-tlrf •enta.

your honorablemanner of dealing.
X B. Cummino, Pres. Female College,

E.

J. R. K. wants a brush with you.

Hopairing neatly and promptly done, and warranted.
We
Invite all our old Colony friends,who happen
J. R. K. is the
for you.
to visit Grand Rapid*, and all onrold and new
We want to .remind you of It to day, do not wait, friend* In and aiound the city of Grand Rapid*, to
prices are &• low as the lowest and can not be ap- call at our new ulace of buslnees, and examine
our stock. We thall be happy to see them at any
predatedtill you sec the goods.

m

I cannot express my appreciationof

Oils,

Close Cash Buyers,

fullylow rates. Th.-*e ticket* will *»
good inmtg west withintlrteen fl.'>
day* from date of sale, and to rcttif
an til October 31*t following.
PulimM PaUiM Cam am mn l y
frum CHICAGO V
COUN CIL BLUFFS. TOPEKA an
KANSAS CIl'Y, lotniiiii; a lin- win
but »n<- change of car* to DZNVE
and FULBLO. Dining Cum aru
tarhed to all through tram*, in whirl
meal* ran bo obtainedat thr roanon-

1 shall lose no opportunityto recom-

mend your

-

J. R. K. wants every one of you.

know

to

Among this class we can cordially recommend ihe Mendelssohn Plano Co., of New
York, whose advertisementappears else-

select

OF-

BOOTS a SHOES

SASH AND DOORS,

what firms are honorableand responsible.

We

STOCK

you.

J. R. K. Pans out. big for you.
Eeliable and Honorable Concern.

A Largo and Fine

Hardware, Nails, Glass,
J. R. K.

farm.

A

cost.

-AT-

PERCEVAL LOWELL.
General ParaenrerAgent, Chicago.
T. J. POTTER,
General Manager, Chicago.

THE TIME FOR BARGAINS.

IS

Also, Straw Hats of every descriptionwill be closed out at

The unoounlod Inducements offeredbvthis
Line to Travelersand Tourists, are as follows:

CLOTHING

of

Will also be closed out to make room for a large new stock, very cheap.

California.
The Shortest, Speediest and Most Comfortable Route via Hannibal to Fori Scott, Denison,
Dallas. Houston, Austin.San Antonio, Galveston and all points In Texas.

_

SPRING SUITS

Soys’ and Young Men’s

THE GREAT

treatment,

inV.ii

«l

